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INTRODUCTION 

HISTORIES OF FORGETTING 

Just west of downtown Los Angeles, over fifty thousand housing units 

were torn down in the period 1933 to 1980, leaving an empty zone as 
noticeable as a meteor's impact. Only sorne of the lots have since been 

filled. Many look the same as the day the buildings went clown, n-venty 
or thirty years ago. Higb-rises stand direcdy beside barren bills, near weedy 
patches of old foundations. Along Sunset Boulevard, the stone staircases 
of former Victorian bouses now lead to nothlng at ali. 

Virtually no ethnie community downtown was allowed to keep its 
original location: C hinatown, the Mexican Sonora, Little Italy. In 1930, 

20,000 people resided in the four blocks around Olvera Street. Now only 
a few hundred live there. The overall population downtown is lower than 
it was in r8go, utÙess the homeless are included. New plans for revitali
zation have failed to revive much. Business streets immediately west of 
Olvera Street remain as dead as a violated graveyard - a warning that 
downtown will be forgettable even while it continues to be built. 1 

And yet the elues are still there. Two tunnels exit from downtown, but 
there is no hill above them, as if a large bird has Bown away with it. 
Numerous lots west along Sunset Boulevard have steps on to what clearly 
used to be a house. Creaky Victorian cottages are stranded along streets 
just south of Sunset, eut short by a roaring freeway. 

Most of this book centers on neighborhoods just west of downtown, 
on interviews with residents from 1979 to 1994. This is their imaginary 
map of community life under fire, while the world around them is being 

systematically erased. 
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THE HISTORY OF FORGETTING 

The need to chronicle tbeir responses is very pressing in Los Angeles, 
particularly since the impact of Mike Davis's City of Quartz bas stak.ed 
new ground in the bistory of how communities are destroyed by failed 
poücies. 

But their responses are very changeable, similar to memoirs after a 
polit:ical shock: new information drops in, old details disappear. And to 
add even more compHcation, in city hall, the myths chat propel urban 
planners to demoHsh neighborhoods can be utterly phantasmagorical. And 
finally, there is the inattention from the public at large. Every morning 
for over thirty years, over 200,000 cars passed the bulldozing of these 
neighborhoods. Despite a few organizations that tried to rally support 
against these urban plans, there is virtually no record of complaint on a 
mass level Most Angelinos 1 interview, even those who bve immediately 
in the areas affected, have barely a dim memory that these neighborhoods 
stood at ali. The overall effect resembles what psychologists call "distrac
tion," where one false memory allows another memory to be removed in 
plain view, without complaint - forgotten. 

PHANTOM LIMBS2 

In 1974, when 1 fmt moved to the neighborhoods west of downtown 
Los Angeles, I was soured by the omens 1 sensed there. One vacant store 
had been a kosher butcher shop in the fifties, now with a rusted sign, but 
very similar to the dismal store my father bad run in Brooklyn for thirty 

years. In an utter reversai of Proust sipping tea, 1 remembered the smell 
of raw meat in the sawdust on the ftoors, the armies of cockroaches 
under the display cases, the look of chicken guts stuck to the sides of 
garbage pails out back. 

1 learned that across the street from my apartment, on Glendale 
Boulevard, Tom Mix used to ride a horse to work from his ranch in 
Mixville (now a Hughes market shopping center). But no recognition 
could be found anywhere that the entire film. industry bad once been 
centered there (1912-20). lt was dear that the city of Los Angeles would 
never announce formally that the movie business had started in what was 

now, forgettably, a "Mexican" neighborhood. At fust, the sheer neglect 
left me dreary, reminding me of family repression during my own child
hood. lt took at least a year for me to realize how much vitality ex:isted 
west of downtown. 

2 
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HISTORIES OF FORGETTING 

ln 1979, 1 bought what bad formerly been a gang house in Angelino 
Heights, with no plumbing that worked, leaking drains fiooding the base
ment, dank old carpets everywhere, graffiti carved into sorne of the wood 
trim. and practically no working electricity. lt took twelve years to re
store. During that time, 1 gradually made peace with the absurdity of my 
Brooklyn memories, and discovered 1 had a lifelong fascination with high 
urban decay, and with the graduai uncovering of urban ruins. By 1986, 1 
was running a series of lectures abo ut the level of public neglect and bad 
faith in Los Angeles, entided "Ben~th the Myths." 1 started taking srudents 
on what 1 called "anti-tours." 1 would stop at locations where no buildings 
ex.isted any longer, tell them what had been there once: a movie studio, 
a whorehouse, whatever. We would get out, look around, and agree that 
it was gone ali right. 1 showed them as many interiors as 1 could find, 
but only if they were inhabited; no museum artifacts allowed. 

CJearly, chose anti-tours and lectures were the origins of this book. I 
was learning about contractors, ordinances, old and new tenan ts, shifring 
demographies - the chain of production that generates the image of a 
city street. At the same rime, while researching on animation for ten 
years, 1 noticed tbat the drawings and pencil tests made before a cartoon 
was finished often betrayed more about the real intentions chan what 
finally showed on the movie screen, even though the earlier versions 
usually were just thrown in the trash. "As film, pencil tests can look very 
unsteady and not always fiattering, though 1 find them exciting and 
vulnerable to watcb. They are a record of how a scene is built, virtually 
from the first line."3 The sheer numbers of erased versions, and the many 
animation crafts people 1 interviewed utterly changed my understanding 
of what takes place when mass culrure is produced: that a pecking order 
had to be studied - who came f1rst, who fmished up, who controlled the 
budget. The same clearly was ttue of Los Angeles' history: the final version 
was the whitewash, or the conciliation, the ad that went public. 

1 realized how utterly inefficient this chain of production was, no 
matter how much greed and corporate ideology lay behind it. Throwing 
out mistakes, or even successes (but from the "wrong" people) was another 
source of erasure. Also, the sheer ineptitude very often generated worse 
problem.s. The direction of a " rumor made solid" resembled a labyrinth 
of missteps more than a demonic process, even when the results were 
demonic indeed. 

In the minets of consumers, the source of these erasures resembled 
what psychologists call an imago, an idealized face left over from childhood 
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THE HISTORY OF FORGETTING 

- a photograph, the color of mother's dress on the day she cook ill (the 
photological trace). For example, we see in our mind's eye the war in 
Vietnam primarily as cwo photographs: a general shooting a man in che 
head; a naked girl running toward the camera after being napalmed. 

These imagos are preserved inside a mental cameo frame (itself a fiction: 
who knows what is inside?). If we concentrate, the imago seems to be 
waiting for us intact a photo, a document, a table of statistics, an inter
view. lt remains wbere we put it, but the details around it get lost, as if 
they were baunted, somewhat contaminated, but empty. Imagos are the 
sculpture chat stands in the foreground next to negative space. Imagos are 
the false light that defmes chiaroscuro. They are the rumor that seems 

haunted with memory, so satisfying that it keeps us from looking beyond 
it. The imago contains, as Kristeva describes so vividly, "once upon 
blotted-out time," when " forgotten rime crops up suddenly and condenses 
into a flash of lighming."4 However, wben the flash is over, much of 
what remains as urban history is picruresque,5 in itself a form of erasure. 

T herefore, very soon into this project 1 realized chat imagos - or 
phantom limbs, or whatever one called them - are extremely deceptive. 
They make poor evidence, even when one finds the "imago" photo or 
video, as 1 will show when r cry to follow the perverse journey chat the 
George Holliday video of the R odney King beating has taken. The shock 
value obscures encire stages in the political history of collective memory. 
And the traces from one reception to the next are too faint in themselves 
to build much of a case. The mystery therefore is not bow to fmd elues to 
an "abject" crime. le is about perception itself- as a political contexr. Why 
do people fail to see "the obvious?" Why Î.'i imaginary identification so 
difficult for things so clearly in one's best interest? Like Poe's famous 
"pudoined letter," the elues sit openly on the mantelpiece, but are utterly 
unfindable.6 Something in the obviousness of them makes them instantly 
forgettable. 

In the chapters to follow in this book, the "phantom limb" is often an 
empty lot where a building once stood, perhaps on Sunset Boulevard.7 

Scraps of lathe and façade mix in piles with broken brick. The foundarion 
is momentarily a ruin, }jke a photo of someone's toothless mouth held 
wide open . The grading left by the bulldozers form ridges along the dust. 
lt seems chat if you could simply rest your ear close enough to the point 
where the blades have sheared away the joists, there n:ùght be the faint 
echo of a scream, or a couple talking at breakfast. Your imagination tries 
to see those people, based on the evidence, but doesn't find enougb at 
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HISTORIES O F FO RGETTING 

empirical form of history that did justice to the fictional side of booster
ism, to stories about urban myths chat are built. Fiction became "history's 
handmaid," like novels of the I8Jos,8 Balzac's and Scott's in particular, 
where chapters of historical narration would be inserted whole. Also, in 
histories by Carlyle, Guizot Michelet or Macauley, the ear of the novelist 
was unmistakable.9 While sorting out this project, l often wondered if the 
rash of novels by historians in the 1990s represented a return to that 
crossed identity, to make the scholar both reader and character within the 
sarne text . 

. Also, 1 found thar the structure of chapters often required inserts of 
fiction, to document the chain of popular memory. To keep each layer 
properly and honescly in place, 1 decided to use my evidence at an earlier 
state of production, before it is synthesized into a single chronicle, 10 

fictional or scholarly. ln many ways, the materials 1 have assembled look 
like research gathered by a novelist before the novel is written, before the 
writer rurns the contradictions into a character-driven story. Like blending 
notes witb a diary, 1 plan to leave che chronicle often, to break off into 
essays on the social history of media, and of Los Angeles. That way I can 
1 describe the rumors and hearsay more as l received them, in the literary 
spirit in which they were delivered, as fierions. At the same time, 1 can 
take my leave of the fictive regularly, and write as an urban mass-culrure 
historian. 

Obviously, this enters the divide of posm1odern writing. And that 
generally requires a full medley of critical citations. However, what inter
ests me most about postmodern debates is their permissions for new 
writing - new literary experirnents possible as a result of decades of 
ground-breaking work. There are clear signs that both critical theory and 
cultural studies have generated what amounts to a new category of litera
ture (as yet unnamed). What names there are sound a bit early in the 
cycle right now, clearly not what this "genre"(?) might be called ten years 
from now: 11 docu-novels, "mockumentaries," false autobiographies, public 
autobiography; "faction;" phonebooks or chat lines as variations of per
sona! essay; public autobiography; "witnessing" as Dick Hebdige describe 
his new work of the nineries (the structure of his books, along with his 
advice, were an infiuence on this project}; historiographie meta6ction. 12 

I would rather not add more labels. Instead, I'll stick to the term 
"history." That is problematical and fictive enough already. 13 More 
specifically, l am interested in the history of mass culrure as an alternate 
form of literature, how popular memory makes for a very une.asy form of 
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T HE H ISTORY OF FORGETTING 

research. In this book, my primary sources are urban planning reports, 
local interviews, the detritus of neighborhood conversations, urban 
legeods, movie locations, and so on. Primary or otherwise, sources of this 
type, even when they look more empirical inside scholarly articles, are 
unstable and fundamentally fictional. Therefore, to be honest, the text I 
produce must be partly autobiographical. What else can a history of 
collective memory be but a rigorous diary about unreliable documents? 

The documents are a mix of history, fiction and urban anthropology: 
more a form of historicized ethnography, always cooked, certainly never 
raw.14 Like the ethnographer, the historian of urban mass culture is the 
outsider who takes a reflexive journey into the vagaries of diary, of the 
destabilized text. The people who are interviewed sense the researcher 
srudying from outside. They change their memory to be helpful, like an 
uncertainty principle, which becomes doubly uncertain once the histo
rian writes their story down. The page in print becomes a contagion of 
fictions, a form of literarure.15 

This trope that compares memory to contagion resembles a diasporic 
journey, where the "past" is "reinscribed and relocated." 16 lt can be identi
fied as the axis between colonization and decolonizationY Or the tension 
between objectivity and objectification.18 Most of ali, the structure of 
chapters resembles the dialogues within a city street, continuously in a 
state of interference and restatement. They cannot be recorded as a flXed 
object, only as traffic through intersections, invaded by noises, interrupted 
by other conversations.19 These are studies on how memory is "contami
nated" by imagery. 

Critics as sources: In a project of this sort, little is accomplished by 
sirnply itemizing talmudically the dozeos of authors and art makers whose 
work fits into the broad category of "forgetting." The writers who have 
been the most valuable to me while working on this project were Virginia 
Woolf,20 Foucault, Barthes, Baudelaire and Benjamin,21 more a cosmology 
than a bibliography. 

Perhaps no historian of mass culture has detailed the trope of memory/ 
contamination more thoroughly than Foucault, even down to his continuai 
use of phrases that suggest binaries erasing each other, a "perpetuai state 
of decomposition and recomposition." One false memory "is present, 
while the oth.er has ceased, perhaps a long rime ago," inside the web of 
"impressions, reminiscence, imagination, memory - all that involuntary 
background which is, as it were, the mechanics of the image in cime."22 

That sense of binaries breaking down is crucial to this project. 
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HISTORIES OF FORGETTING 

Another source for me has been a colleague, Sande Cohen, anti
hiscoriographer and Nieczschean anarchist, in statements like the foUowing: 
" I am involved in the production of anti-production, to prove there is 
nothing therc to be lost." What is received has already dissolved, o r never 

\va , except as text. The fiction of memory is incontrovertible and un
provable. 

Also, after over t\.venty years teaching in art schools, 1 have begun to 
see historical writing, at least about mass culture, as an installation piece 

harking back to synthetic Cubism. By installation 1 mean history as de
composition, about the anxiety of representation, about excisions. Evi
dence is a remnant left over by chance. Very often, historical documents 
surv1Ve because they were not important enough to destroy at the rime. 
They are what was not consumed by the rhythm of events. To foUow this 
analogy, the historian's writing should include an open-ended diagram of 
what mformatton cannot be found: the document that was tossed away; 
che cracks in the sidewalk where the roocs of crees, now gone, lifted the 
treet. For example, when 1 researcb mainstream cinema, 1 look for 

ruptures more than coherence. 1 don't mind if the scenes fait to match, 
or the effects are uneven; and not because that is a Brechtian deviee, but 
becau e 1 like to sense the scars, perbaps wbere a eut was made - objects 

removed during the chain of production, at different stages of partici
pation. The fmal version for me is only the survivor. It is the last step in 
a coping mecharu m. 

USING PRIMARY SOURCES ABOUT POPULAR MEMORY 

Tn the first section, 1 employ the term soda/ imagi11ary,23 but not in che 
Lacanian, or in the post- Hegelian sense, which seemed too elusive for 
research on urban planning or neighborhood politics in Los Angeles. 
lnstead, 1 preferred a version of social imaginary specifically about the 
builc cnvironmcm, particularly sites that were descroyed or severely altered: 

office towers where houses once stood; abandoned tunnels like the famous 
Belmont entrance to the vanished twenties subway in Los Angeles;24 

con umer simulations of neighborhoods, like Citywalk, near the Universal 
Tours. Document' sorted out by this model make the fictions of erasure 
easier to describe. 

Thac 1s not to say that a social imaginary uncovers the "true" collective 

memory, as if it were a Dead Sea Scroll. There is no empirical way to 
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THE HISTORY OF FORGETTING 

bearn up the "actual" picture in one person's mind, much Jess in a group; 
it is a disappearing phosphene. 25 So what does a construct about popular 
memory accomplish? ft maps erasures mosdy, what in memory is ]ost 
when language intervenes - the sensation left by the unfindable. 
Castoriadis calls that place "the night of the world, the power of drawing 
images out of this night or of letting them slip away."26 lt is always funda
mentally visual, and yet not visual at all, a "specular" site that escapes any 
category, and can be found only by the trail it leaves, by its evacuation. 

The social imaginary, therefore, is a built environment that also contains 
an evacuation. It is channing, because in part it erases. T hat missing part 
induces suspense. In lectures to students 1 always summarize the social 
imaginary in a phrase: "A collective memory of an event or place that 
never occurred, but is built anyway." Then, to warm up discussion"' 1 give 
examples that are as tangible as the built environment, often not simply 
from Los Angeles. A.fter all, L.A. is me.rely one paradigm for crises in 
mass culture throughout the world. The example that seems to spark the 
most focused response is the vampire. 

Vampires are a Victoriatt social imaginary (c. I 84o-1900). That is, in 
British novels and plays, vampire stories come out of a Victorian memory 
of a medieval folklore that n ever existed. Many of the details in the 

vampire's dress, manner and power belong more to Victorian superstitions 
than Hungarian ones. When 1 guess which superstition that might be, I 
compare Dracula rising from the undead to Victorian male phobias about 
sexual performance. For Stoker at least, Dracula was very likely the incar
nation of syphiHs. ln the Murnau film Nosferatu, he is the plague of 
cholera stalking victims in their sleep. Dracula's powers, to gain sperm 
after sex, probably refer more obviously to myths about sperm and scarcity 
- what one historian bas called "the spermatic economy."27 But 1 have no 
space here to examine what went through the fevered brain of Stoker, or 
Sheridan Le Fanu, or their readers. Suffice it to say chat Eastern Europeans 
certainly had next to nothing to do with the fiction itself. And yet, each 
year, thousands of tourists visit a castle in R e mania that happens to bear 
the name Dracula - a ticle that Bram Stoker essentially pulled out of a 
reference book at the British Museum, perbaps because the syllables had 
marquee value. Popular memory bas reinscribed the name with a historical 
space it never inhabited, not unlike the myths surrounding the potboiler 
novel Ramona that brought millions to Southern California after x885 , 
looking for a fictional mestiza, Ramona herself, and the imaginary mission 
where she lived. 

10 
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HISTORIES OF FORGETTING 

From Ramona, 1 shift toward examples much doser to rnyths about 
cities like Los Angeles: policies toward slums often operate as a social 

imaginary. Consider who writes these policies. Often, they are responding 
to fears of upscale professionals afra.id to emer a seemingly dangerous 
street. The professional middle class generally avoids slums like the plague, 
or escapes from them to greener suburbs, or mystifies them in crime 
films. Slums are a vital part of noir imagination, but rarely visited. Even 
their popular history - how they declined - tends to be very apocryphal, 

littered with half-baked theories that say more about white male panic, 
or fears of the Great Depression, than life in neighborhoods. GeneraUy in 
fùms, and often in public documents, the "causes" of urban decay dtat 
are presented will amount to little more than rumor. And yet, freeways 
based on many of these rumors have been built, as [ will show. 

Near1y al1 forms of urban planning involve a social imaginary, and 
certainly those 1 describe in Part 1. That point can be extended infmitely, 
it seems, to include nostalgia in architecture, whether the buildings are 
bornages in the sixteenth century to classical R ome, or citywalks in the 
1990s - bornages to imaginary LA. neighborhoods. Nostalgia convinces 
the viewer because the actual events of the past bave been forgotten. In 
fact, the past is not the issue at aU; it serves merely as a " rosy" container 
for the anxieties of the present. Political ideology uses nostalgia in much 
the same way as architecture, ironically enough. It builds the unremem
bered. For example, trickle-down theories in conservative R epublican 
politics are built on paramnesiac fantasies about fifties economies. These 
imply that business during the flfties boom was utterly unregulated 
(though taxes were in fact higher, and business was very much on a tight 
leash, pressured by much larger unions, asked to pay for vast government 
programs, from freeways to hospitals to public housing) . However, since 
1982 rnyths about an age when government was .. off our backs" have 
been written into tax laws, shifting hundreds of billions of dollars from 
public infrastructure to corporate investrnent portfolios. 

Social inlaginaries can be extremely cruel. And it is very pleasant to 
attack them. .But that will easily miss the mark. lt is important to see 
social imaginaries as very practical as well. Venomous or not, they a.re 
clinical tools. Academie and medical disciplines will build social imaginaries 
that doctors and scientists use in surgery, in space programs. Any scientific 
map of the unseen that leads to treatment can be called a social imaginary: 
Freud's imagined maps of the unconscious; maps of the atom; maps of 
the birth of the universe; maps for the faithful. H owever, if a prayer 

Il 
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T HE HISTO RY OF FORGETTING 

consistendy, even when they seem to look so different on fust viewing. 
ln the end, with grave reluctance, the passages that point out how bina
ries erase each other are cautionary, in the form of a warnîng, often not 
much more than a paragraph long, saved for somewhere near the end of 
a lengthy analysis. 

BRIEF INTERRUPTION 

This subject utterly absorbs me, but the details over centuries do not take 
us direcdy into Parts 1 and II. Also, to split hairs surgically, to point out 
how distraction is not quite what Webster's dictionary says it is - about 
confusion merging into entertainment - would take a lengthy review. 
The only solution for this introduction is a kind of hypertext (click to 
page 301). For the reader who is also interested in memory theory -
tropes (clinical maps) about how the individual forgets - 1 have included 
an Appendi.x, entided ' 'Where is Forgetting Located?" Read it now or 
later, whenever it suits you. In it, I review how the "rhetoric of memory" 
has operated as a social imaginary, at least in the West, in systems of 
mnemonics, in theories of the unconscious, in cultural theory. 1 have 
centered the debate on this principle of simultaneous distraction; philoso
phers, clinicians and critics have observed the same binary paradox for 
millennia - how remembering scars. When one recalls a memory, one is 

also simultaneously forgetting to sorne degree, or effacing another memory, 
or simply watching the clarity decay. But to stay on track - how the 
collective forgets - let me merely summarize what is in the Appendix. 

THE LOCATION OF FORGETTING 30 

Even the topologies and tropes used to describe the " place" where 
memory is stored in the brain imply erasure. Over the centuries, this 
" place" has been imagined as a waxen tablet, an electrical trace, a cluster 
spark:ing on a network, a library made of eroding fabric, a mental thea.ter 
with painted doors. ln practically every version, the site is "built" from a 
highly malleable substance, or moves along a very slippery trail. M emories 
tend to efface easily, o r lose track. 

Most of ali, they distract: if one memory bappens to resemble another. 
one of these will be inhibited; in other words, distorted or simply "mis-

... 
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HISTORIES OF FORGETTING 

placed:' When a memory is recalled like a car part from storage, there is 
no scientific certainty as to how it is put back, probably not as it was. 
Certainly the packing is disturbed, Therefore short-term memory means 
just that. Over 70 per cent decays within the hour generally. Long-term 
memory - events and ideas - vanish even more elaborately, inside yet 
another practical but imaginary construct, the unconscious, where forget
ting and dream theory apparendy meet, as parallel systems of displace
ment and condensation, or as language evaporating as it speaks. 

These tropes make for marvelous fictions (even literally in the Surrealist 
sense of "the marvelous"). They conjure up images of leaky batteries 
misfiring, organic radio towers sending up bent signais. And among these 
fictions, displacement is the most ironie, most sa.rdonic of them aU, a 
system of fJaking and growing, dead ceUs and new cells surfacing at the 
same metabolic instant. 

According to the ancients and many of the moderns, the only hope 
for retaining short-term memory in particular (numbers, names, dates, 
nonsense syllables) - to protect against distraction - is through rnnemonic 
systems, where eues like place, sound, or contiguity are assembled mentally 
in order to bring the picture back ("Where did 1 park that car again?"). 
But even here, memory is a distracted imaginary, essenriaUy a filing system 
where information disappears or reforms itself whenever you touch it. 
Episodic and semantic memory are even less stable. They mutate simply 
as a result of what is present around them, like plants of different species 
making friends wh en you 're not loo king. 

Test: can you remember the five examples of short-tcrm memory in 
parenthesis above? If for sorne perverse reason you can, how long before 
it will disappear, unless you package it in sorne way? Like this test , most 
work on memory theory in the West is fundamentally empiricist, primarily 
linked to salvaging memory. That has been the pattern since the Romans 
essentially. Save as much as possible. Keep the mental bookkeeping 

accurate. Civilization seemed to depend on immense recaU. However, 
that attitude represents only a small portion of the literature on "forget
ting." ln our century most of all, for reasons aU too brutally obvious, at 
least as many writers have taken an anti-empirical position, that mne
monics was futile, even dangerous. The short story by Borges, "Funes the 
Memorious," may be the classic position: a man afBicted by complete 
recall, who eventually is driven mad by his gift.31 In place of obsessive 
retention, Borges advises selective forgetting; and that essential argument 

bas re-emerged in contemporary theory.32 Barthes summarized the 

IS 
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THE HISTORY OF FORGETTING 

argument best with a quote from Kafka: 'We pbotograph things in order 
co drive them out of our minds."33 

What Barthes is warning us is chat the Borgesian/ Kafkaesque strand of 
criticism, above ali, is a form of literature. "Selective forgetting" is a 
literary method more than a scholarly one. lt is "distractive" history, where 
"presence and absence"34 infect each other inside the same object - like 
a Joseph Cornell installation or a Jan Svankmejer film. 

In terms of this book, selective forgetting is a literary cool for describing 
a social imaginary: how fictions are built into facts, while in rurn erasing 
facts into fictions. 1 cali this literary deviee "distraction," to remind myself 

that no matter how fancy my urban research , this is merely a story about 
how one person decides to forget - voluntarily or involuntarily. 35 

When this technique - distraction - dominates a "story" utterly, when 
the contradictory impact of a social imaginary is the sole object, the 
"factive" result is what 1 call a docufable, for lack of a becter term (it 
seemed the most innocent label chat 1 could find, but there is not much 
music co it). A docufable is generally short, often ethnographie, a passage 
no longer than 5,000 words surely. l'li provide a few examples of docufable 
in Part III, but will use distractive techniques throughout, to a greater or 
lesser degree, depending on the subject. 

DOCUFABLE 

To narrow further: Docufable is a brief essay in a fictive voice that 
captures, through distraction, the instant when a memory is being erased. 
Visually, l'cl compare it to special effects, a m orphing program in slo-mo, 
when the simulation is naked, when the eiger obviousJy is three frames 
away from turning human. Or a documentary on a historical subject that 
ignores the historical photographs, and instead simply uses digital simu
lations that morph imo photos, because the ftlm is about an imaginary 
about to be built (for example, a casino, a theme mali , a movie set, a 
new expressway, plastic surgery on a body). 

The term is m erely another literary conceit that sharpens sorne of the 
issues for me. The word itself sounds passive, like a soft landing after a 
steep fall. 1 remember hearing someone's dying message on an answering 
machine - before he took his life. lt sounded stricken, but amazingly 
polite. So, too, my mother said goodbye to me on the phone right before 
she died. The theater of possibilities disappear. A frenzy and shadow take 
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H ISTORI ES O F FORGETTING 

over. The tone of voice is distracted, as in many of the interviews for this 
book. The speaker is reminded of a persona! shock, a grave loss from war 
or immigration; and speaks gendy, as if trying not to move a bandage. 
The writer takes this information, adds social context and theory; but 
what results will read more like a novel about collective paramnesia than 

empirical history. 
1 will provide examples in Part III; however, the technique of sirnul

taneous distraction reappears throughout, so the reader is officially "pur 
on alert." The writing style bas to be more changeable than is usual in 

scholarship; it shifts to match the tone of the evidence. As Huck Finn 
said of Mark Twain: "There was things which he stretched, but mainly he 
told the truth."36 

OUT LI NE 

In the chapters that follow {Part I) , 1 will examine the map of what is 
left out in downtown Los Angeles, how urban myths (social imaginaries) 
have been used as public policy. In the second part, 1 present a docu

novel (or novella) based on Viemamese immigrants who live in areas 
affected by these policies. In the third part, 1 present docufables from 
other residents in these communities, particularly about how their 
memories are affected by public traumas: drive-by shootings, racist neglect, 

policies toward immigrants, the Uprising of 1992, and so on. And in the 
final parts, 1 examine how literature and now media use techniques of 
the "unreliable narrator," and how the corporate uses of "unreliable" 

memory are transfonning the cultures in Los Angeles. 

IDENTITY 1 COHMUNITY 

1 should add a paragraph on my own "unreliability," my tendencies. Much 
of this book is about the uneven decay of Anglo ideotity in Los Angeles, 
how the instability of white hegemonie culture leads to bizarre over
reactions in urban planning, in policing, and how these are mystified in 
mass culture. However, 1 do not want to e.xoticize the pain that this 
violent uocertainty causes. 1 would rather honor the nobility 1 see in 
tbose who are left to deal with wbat remains afterward. Adrnittedly, l am 
sentimental about the virtues of community cohesion, particularly in poor 
neighborhoods. 1 admire whatever survives in the face of utter neglect. 
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THE HISTORY OF FO RGETTING 

That includes even a bJunt, empty city lot. As 1 write this, however, J 
notice what a weepy side of my nature this suggests. If 1 painted myself 
as a parody, 1 probably would be staring at a construction site in a Caspar 
David Friedrich painting. 

My garage office even suggests the fetishes of a Romanticist, despite 
my obsession with ruthless compression in writing and researcb. 1 store 
everything that looks like a pile of dirt left on the side of a hole. On one 
shelf, 1 keep a piece of the Berlin Wall next to a fossil of a Pleistocene 
bug, and beside that a pint whiskey botde that was buried by a doctor 
during Prohibition, to keep his neigbbors from knowing how m.uch he 
drank. Next to that 1 have an eroded coke bottle dropped seventy years 
ago into Echo Park Lake, by a teenage girl forced to spoon witb ber 
oafish boyfriend, while wishing she could toss him into the lake instead. 
They don't m.ake mucb of a community, nor an identity - more like a 
collection of string; but they are satisfactorily in a stace of absence. They 
remind me chat most crimes are nearly not committed, and that orùy a 
fraction of crimes are ever discovered, or even considered worth 
remembering. 

NOTES 

1 . Beyond the secondary sources on downtown's removal since the thirties - e.g. 
Mike Davis, City of Quartz (London and New York:: Verso, 1990); Klein and Schiesl, 
eds, Twemieth Century Los Angeles - infinitely more is available tbrough primary sources 
in various collections, from articles to pamphlets to ephemera: Los Angeles Regional 
History Collection at USC, Special Collections at UCLA, various archivai sources 
under Los Angeles history at the central branch of the Los Angeles Public Library, the 
morgues for the Los Angeles Times, the Los Angeles Herald, the .Los Angeles Examiner, and 
through the key photo collections in each of these sources, as well as the William 
Reagh collection. The most extensive bibliography for the earlier twentieth century is 
Los Angeles and Its Environs in the Twentieth Century: A Bibliography of a Metropolis, edited 
by Doyœ Nunis (Los Angeles: The Ward Ritchie Press, 1973). 

2. "Phantom limb" is anotber term that clarifies the issues for me. While it fits into 
this section of the text, it is also utterly phallocentric, but that cao be usefuJ, a renùnder 
that much of this study is about men in power. From booste.rism to noir, the sources 
are filled with phrases that sound priapic, com.ically omnipotent, ·and frequenùy de
structive, simple as that. So the reader is invited to let ail the double entendres "fty." For 
example, wby did "phantom limb," a term cormnonly used in "polite" society during 
the period 1 discuss, not suggest the hidden penis? ln the Victorian era, close to where 
1 begin my diegesis,limb was considered a more polite word than leg. R oaches did not 
bave cocks. Pianos bad "limbs." 

J. Norman M. Klein, ~ Minrlles: 'I1u Lift and Death of the American Animated 
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Writing Culture, has become a dassic resource, as bas C lifford's Tite Preditament of Culture 
(Harvard: H arvard University Press, 1988). Finally, I found Richard Baumao's Story, 
Performance, and Event: Co11textua/ Smdies of Oral Narrative (Cambridge: Cambridge 
University Press, J 986) filled with valuable rerninders. 

16. As used by H orni Bhaba in his review of sources: "Posccolonial Authoricy and 
Postmodem Guilt," in Lawrence Grossberg, Cary Nelson, Paula Treichler, eds, C•lltural 
Studies (London: Routledge, 1992), pp. 56-68, particularly p. 63ff. 

1 1· Ruth Frankenberg and Lata Mani, "Crosscurrents, Crosstalk: Race: 'Postcolonialiry' 
and the Poütics of Location," C ultural Studies, May 1993, p. JOr: "che postcolonial axis 
of memory - of the memories and legacies of colonization/ decolonization ... " 

18. See feminist critiques of"objecciviry in the research sciences." Jill McCalla Vickers: 
"Objecrifying [women'sJ pains in words wbich bide che identity of their oppression" 
(from "Memories of an Ontological Exile," quoted in Angela R. Miles and Geraldine 
Finn, eds, Femirtism in Cartada: From Pressure to Politirs (Montreal: Black Rose Books, 
1982), p. 40). Also, Mary E. Hawksworth, " From Objectivicy to Objectification;' in 
Allan M egill, ed., Rethinking Objec.tiviry (Durham: Duke University Press, 1994), p. 156. 

19. Clearly, 1 am interpelbting here from Bakhtin's theories of the dialogical. lt is 
also important, within this category, to include Certeau's work on the street, the many 
variations of Benjamin on flâtJeur, interpellated from Baudelaire's essays and diaries: the 
scholar as empathie tou rist, observing the simultaneities of urban street life. And Simmel's 
essays on "advemure," and on the street. 

20. From Woolf's 193 1 novel TI•e Waves (Bernard speaking): 

ls it Paris, is it London where we sic or sorne southern city of pink-washed bouses 
lying under cypresses, under high mountains, wbere eagles soar? 1 do not at this 
moment feel certain. 

1 begin now to forget; 1 begin to doubt the fi.xity of tables, the realiry of here 
and now, to tap my knuckles smartly upon the edges of apparendy solid objects and 
say, "Are you hard?" 1 have seen so many different things, have made so many 
different sen tences. 1 have !ost in the process of ca ting and drinking and rubbing m y 
eyes along surfaces that thin, hard shell which cases the soul, which, rn youth , shuts 
one in, - bence the fierceness, the tap, tap, tap of the remorseless beaks of the 
young. 

(New York: Harcourt Brace, 1959 paperback edition, p. 288, within ten pages of the 
end) 

21. A Walter Benjamin quote that seemed appropriate. In his essay "The Image of 
Proust" (in Illumi,atious, trans. Harry Zohn [New York: Schocken Books, 1969] p. 
202), Benjamin describes memory and writing as an unraveling process, the " Penelope 
syndrome": 

The day unravels what the night has woven. When we awake each morning, we 
hold in our hands, usually weakly and loosely, but a few fringes of the tapestry of 
lived life, as loomcd before us by forgetting... Our purposive remembering each 
day unravels the ornaments of forgetting. 

22. Michel Foucault, TI1e Order of TIIings (New York: Random H ouse, 1971; orig. 
1966), p. 69. 

23. References to social imaginary appeared in French criticism during the seventies, 
as an amalgam of Lacan's theory of the lmaginary Order and Althusser on ideology. 
They are central to critiques by the philosopher psychiatrist Cornelius Castoriadis. 
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Hegel may weil be the "originating" source in this chain of theory, as when Castoriaclis 
caUs the imaginary "the night of the wodd, the power of drawing images out of this 
night o r of !etting them slip away," and th en quotes directly from Hegel on the "night" 
of the self, "the empty nothingness which con tains everything in its simplicity: a wealth 
of representations, images, infinite in number, none of which emerges precisely in his 
mind, o r which are not always present"(p. 263). The imaginary is resemblance in re
verse, like ami-matter or anti-memory: "the capadty to see in a thing what it is not, 
to ee it other than it is," because "reality is that in wbich the do-able and the undo
able reside"{ibid., p. 263). 

Another application of social imaginary bas been applied 6om Foucault's theories 
on popular memory. Stephen Heath, in the conclusion to his book Questions of Cinema 
((Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 1981 ], pp. 236-8), describes Foucault's inter
view on popular memory in Cahiers du Cit~ema in 1970, and its influence on debates 
in French film theory about the rote of memory in cinema, and its role in what was 
identified as the "Cinema and History fetish" . Other writers he cites are Pascal Bonitzer, 
J. Jourdheuil, Jacques Rancière. 

ln an interview witb Foucault enriùed " Film and Popular Memory," in the coUee
rion Foucault üvt (Interviews 1966-84), edited by S. Lotttinger, trans. J. Johnston (New 
York: Semiotexte, 1989), Foucault desc.ribes what sounds to me like a variant of"dis
craction:" that in the nineteenth century, historical memory was "obstructed" success
fully by popular literature (pp. 91-9); and now is obstructed even more effectively 
through television and cinema. However (in response to a question about Ophuls' The 
Sorrow a11d the Pity): "it 's vital to have pos.session of this m emory, to control it, to 
administer it, tell it what it must contain" (p. 93). Since 1968, however, tbe efforts to 
stifie popular memory have increased considerably, until at last "popular struggles have 
become fo r our society, not part of the actual, but part of the possible" (p. toz). 

24. See: Alexander Cockburn, "On the Rim of the Pacifie Century," in David Reid, 
ed., &x, Death and Cod in L.A . (Berkeley: University of Caluornia Press, 1994). pp. 
16-18. 

25 . A term used occasionally by Bergson: phospbene is merely the after-image lefi: 
by bright light, seeing with one's eyes dosed, when a deformed specular shock changes 
colors, then vanishes. See also the Appendix, "Where is Forgetting Located?" 

26. Castoriaclis, 711e lmaginary Institution of Society, p. 263. 
27. Norman M. Klein, "Unearthing the Vampire," Su!fi4r, no. s. The superstition 1 

refer to is what the American historian Barker-Benfield caUs the "spermaric economy," 
the myth that blood and sperm are produced in the body by the same organs. Therefore 
excessive exual ejaculation causes anemia. The vmlpire's victim is anemie, caught in 
the sin of excess. The vmlpire gains blood during the sexual act, defying the laws of 
morta! sexuality. 

28. Not only does Mike 02vis mention this tunnel in City of Quartz, along with a 
photo of it looking nasty - graffiried, overgrown, isolated behind a chain link fence -
he also uses it ofien in tours for srudents interested in research on Los Angeles (also 
scholars: see note 24). But even more curious to me, the tunnel is undoubtedly the one 
site that young people whom l interview have seen o r visited personally, as the icon of 
tost downtown. They ag~ that it looks more cyberpunk than any of the o ther "lost" 
sites, Like a burial cbamber for a lost thought. 

29. Martin Farquar Tupper (18 te>-191 s), a rather unrem.arkable philosopher to us 
today, a moralise who wrote in blank verse. 
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JO. Again, for more detail on this argument, read the Appendix, "Where is Forget
ting Located?" 

Jl. Jorge Luis Borges, LAbyrillllu: Selected Stories and Otller Writings, trans. O. Yates 
and J. Irby (New York: New Directions, 1962.). AJso, in the same volume, T1ott, Uqbar, 
Orbis 7èrtius, where the foUowing appears: "All things tend to become effaced and Jose 
their details wben they are forgotten." as quoted in David Lowenthal's TI1e Pn.st is a 
Foreign Coumry. Lowenthal provides a breadth of sources on the cole of memory in 
hj torical narliltive. He narrows to the issue of forgetring specifically on pp. 20 4--{), by 
ci ting Flmes tl1e Memorious, and writing: " Memories must continually be discarded and 
conftated; only forgctting enables us to dassify and bring chaos into order." My point 
of view is a bit different: chat chaos is a protection against the ideological dishonesty 
of order; and chat chaos is in itself a structural, narrative form in many of the arts, for 
example in animation {see Klein, &ven Minutes) . 

32. Beside che bundreds of fine-arts installation pieces about memory, starting with 
Joseph ComeU's work in the forties, chis paradoxicaJ erasure of memory is a recurring 
theme in photo criricism, beginning with Susan Soncag's on photography consuming 
memory {On Photograpl1y [New York: Farrar, Strauss & Giroux, 1977)) and recencly in 
the work ofWilliam J. Mjcchell on digitalized pbocograpby consuming meaning: The 
Recotifi.~ured Eye (Cambridge, Mass.: MIT Press, 1992) - which gives the background 
to how pbotograpby has become "nawral and normal to us," and "played a crucial role 
in the creation of collective mcmory and formation of belief' (p. 59), a thorougb and 
influential source. See also the essays of Lev Manovitch, and cettainly the theory of 
BoUidieu; also the writings of Jonathan Crary (Tedmiq11es of the Observer: On VJSion at1d 
Modemity in the Nîr~eteenth CentHry [Cambridge, Mass.: MIT Press, 1992]); and the 
section on photography and public memory, in David Chaney, Fictious of Collective Life, 
(London: Roudedge, 1993), p. 86ff. 

33· R oland Barthes, Camera L11dda: Reflections of Pltotograplry, trans, R . Howard (New 
York: H ill &Wang, 1981), p. 53· Barthes is quoting from the diaries ofjanouch, wh.icb 
we.re reassembled years afier the fact, somewhat loosely based on memories of what 
Kafka said - snatches of aphorism, üke photographs. 

34· I borrow that contrast from C hristian Metz, The lmaginary Signifier: Psyclroattalysis 
and the Cit1ema, trans. Britton, Williams, Brewster and Guzzerti (Bioomington: Indiana 
University Press, 1982.), p. 44· 

35. Voluntary and involuntary memory, as in Proust's distinctions; a pun rcferring 
back to the vast debate on memory during the Symbolise era, ment:ioned in the Appendix. 

36. The opening page of H11ckleberry Finn. 
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T HE H ISTORY OF FORGETTING 

In I 888, following the collapse of a feverish real estate boom, L.A. was 

losing about a thousand people a month, from a high of about 65,000. 
By I 890, the population had fallen by a third.2 Land values had declined 
by over $14 million (in current dollars, that would be more like $14 
billion!). And yet something substantial remained. There were still about 
so,ooo people left in the city. ln only five years, the population had 
mulriplied by 400 per cent. Unfortunately, the business infrastructure had 
not changed enough to provide jobs for that many people. The economy 
of L.A. was too primitive for a city of 6.fty thousand. 

In a race against time, the new chamber of commerce turned toward 
the only industry that promised immediate returns- tourism mixed with 
real-estate speculation. Other doors were tried in the 1890s: attempts to 
invite industry into L.A., or to enlarge the citrus market (there was major 
advertising for both after 1 897). But even as late as 1900, tourism still 
accounted for over a quarter of all business revenues - more than all 
manufacruring combined, and second oruy to agriculture. 

To keep tourism bealthy, as the foundation for economie growth, 
leading businessmen in Los Angeles personally financed a war chest for 
large promotional campaigns that went nationwide (a much grander 
version of what the old Board ofTrade had clone for L.A.). Exhibitions 
about exotic and fertile Los Angeles were fearured in Chicago, in loWcl, 
at state fairs and world fairs. Hundreds of brochures reached millions of 
people,3 attracting the desired Protestant newcomers from small towns in 
the rnidwest, and also attracting movie producers with capital from "back 
East," and cheap labor from all corners of America. The brochures 
promised a sunny, "green-acre" city free of urban stress and class warfare 
- in short, a farm town without unions, and without dark industrial 
tenements to interfere in the conduct of business. 

To maintain the imaginary as the real and make it pay off, sorne 
problems were acceptable risks, others were demonized. Business 
miscues were acceptable. From Venice in 1905 to Mount Olympus in 
the sixties, there is a long history of failed real-estate projects going 
gray in the rain like the bones of mammoths. These were understood 
by civic leaders as the Darwinism of free enterprise. The less fit lose 
their mortgage. Los Angeles always bas a great tolerance for the mess 
left by speculators. The bype of tourist advertising also brought the 
hucksters so much associated with the hard edge of Los Angeles: store
front dreamers, white-collar swindlers, and gambling rings. But these 
sins were also forgiven as a rule, not legislated away. They were 
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essentially bad eggs (white, but a little too hard-boiled), not serious 
enough to turn off investors. 

What presented a far greater risk, it was felt, was the location of slums, 
where the less white and less middle class lived. Sorne of these slums 

emerged out of boosterism itself, as necessary for growth. Agribusiness, 
oil and the trolley industry carnpaigned by Byer to bring in Mexicans, 

Japanese, landless farm workers from the midwest - the cheap labor 
required to assemble this leviathan. Slums represented the highest nega
tives for well-heeled tourisc:s who came to stay, and had to be zoned out 
of sight in sorne way. But they never disappeared entirely, not when so 

much activity was bursting at once. As a result, the grand booster cam
paign built two social imaginaries, not only the Protestant Jerusalem, but 
also the sinful tourist Babylon. The way these two contraries merged and 

distracted, from 1890 to the present, may be the easiest way to under
stand how downtown was erased in plain view. 

By 1900, boosterism in Los Angeles had developed virtually into a public
service corporation, centered around three industries: tourism, real estate, 

and transportation. As those industries changed, the promotional rhetoric 
shifted considerably. The shifts were most evident during the late 1930s 

and the Second World War, when much of the background to the free

way city (or industr.i-opolis) was set up; that is, the planning that altered 
downtown - from a rural to an industrial imaginary. 1 will present these 

as promotional "myths" that were designed by chambers of commerce, 
city planning, the motor club, and so on; then discussed as self-evident in 
city council meetings, usually with gusto and active contradiction - half 
fact, half cloalcing deviee, a collective imaginary shared by those who ran 
policy. Finally, each myth becomes dated when it no ]onger fits the 
market. Then it mutates erratically into other schemes: the myth of the 
climace (x88os to 193os); the myth of a freeway metr.opolis (1936-49); the 

myths of downtown renewal (1936-49); the myth of the pacifie Byzantium 
(r98os, with the impact of m assive immigration, and the internationaliza

tion of urban and suburban space). 
And then there is a'Jû- tourism, the collective "myths" of sJeazy Los 

Angeles created by crime writers, screenwriters, filmmakers, mostly in 
reaction to the city that these consumerist policies deliver. Firsc l consider 
the noir impulse (193<>-90): apocalyptic myths emerging out of the under
side of tourism and consumerism, including the extraordinary importance 
of the film Blade Rutmer as a collective imaginary, even for arcbitects. 
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Then 1 look at noir after 1992: the crime capital of America, though 
stacistically Los Angeles is barely arnong the twenty most dangerous cities 
in the country. Tben 1 enter the local myths in and around downtown, 
particularly after 1980: the fictions being built under the shock:s of urban 
erasure, massive irnnùgration, the Uprising of 1992, the new, panicked 
media coverage of Los Angeles. 

lt is noteworthy that research on boosterism plays havoc with the chro
nology of postrnodernism. L.A. appears more "postmodern" in 1900 than 
in 1920; that is, "post" before modernism arrives, decades before heavy 
manufacturing - a peculiar twist to Los Angeles studies. 4 

"Post" as in mass advertising, and a service economy, with exports and 
tourism integrated through promotion. As of 1900, the elite in L.A. 
depend on advertising as firmly as R ockefeller depended on railroad cars 
to freight and burn oil. Even manufacturing was subsumed beneath the 
ad campaign, in their eyes. Bankers from "back east" had to be promoted 
to come here, the same as tourists. ln 1897, free passage was tendered to 
industrialists, if they were ready to invest. 5 At the same rime, in one more 
sdûzoid twist, these same investors could not fail to notice how anti
industrial boosterism tried to sound, promising that L.A. would never 
turn into another C lùcago - no smokestacks, no skyscrapers, no pandering 
to big rail interests. C limate came frrst, the "smokeless city." 

By the twenties, that ambivalence toward heavy industry had ali but 
disappeared. "Smokeless city" was part of a campaign to sell water power, 
electric power and big oil, as crucial to booster campaigns as sunshine 
and citrus.6 If this equality between machines and the climate sounds 
schizoid in yet another way, that is because the boosters always changed 
their pitch when new businesses required different tourists, in this case 
oil workers. Selling the imaginary was L.A.'s Weberian modernity, the 
totalizing deviee that explains how space has been built and perceived. 

Therefore boosterism was rarely stable, though on the outside it prom
ised to be. The ads looked deceptively harmonious, the tours as white as 
!cid gloves. Indeed, publicly, the elite could agree on basic principles, to 
fight unions for example. But in private sessions, there could be grave 
acrimony and extreme panic. Once dollar investments or city ordinances 
were at stake, the infighting grew fierce.7 

Even in boom times, when there seemed enough to go around, behind 
closed doors investors might go into a feeding frenzy, a free-for-all. For 
example, every ten years the infrastructure would seem to have become 
obsolete: roads, water, electric. Businesses would go to war to maximize 
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these improvements profitably, to get breaks at City Hall, to control 
zoning, city bonds, local ordinances. At the same rime, poliricians negori
ated for pet schemes. Wealthy districts, yet another system of rival power 
blocs, fought each other over where co pue which new road. The result 
was anything but monolithic: policies were stricken by massive duplica
tion, made worse by contradictory, panicked reversais, and odd "myths." 

MYTH OF THE CLIMATE: WHOLESOME H EDONISM 

(1880s TO 1930s) 

Lucky Baldwin was one of many entrepreneurs who arrived in L.A . 
during the boom of the 1 88os. H e came with a considerable fortune to 
invesc, bought che land chat later became the townships of Baldwin Hills 
and Santa Anita, juggled bank investments with horse breeding, livcd with 
an opulent disregard fo r Victorian conventions, and got bimself into 
various fmancial and moral scrapes (he was sbot by a young woman who 

daimed he forced his attentions on her, was married four times, preferred 
much younger wives). Often, he stretched his real-estate investments to 

the edge of bankruptcy, but he died a very wealthy man in 1909. His 

biographer, a specialise in books about gilded-age plutocrats, wrote: 

ln real-estate promotion, Lucky Baldwin unquestionably was abead of his 
1 

time; and equally without question he knew his stuff. ln reply to one 

prospect who protested that $200 an acre for sorne unimproved ground was 
too much, he answered indignantly: "HeU! We're giving away the land. We're 

selling the climate."8 

Sales pitches about "the climace" repeat more often than any other in 
early brochures about Los Angeles. The boosterism continues in articles 
into the forties and fifties, and is weU remembered in noveJs, films, criricaJ 
essays inco the present. As Aldous H uxley writes in 1939, the sunshine in 
Los Angeles worked on tourists like a spotlight, "as though on purpose to 
show the new arrivaJ ali the sights."9 

The fantasy seems as light as the air itself, deceptively innocent. It is 
hardly a secret that the climace in Southern Califorrùa is very moderate, 
a liberation from winter coats. Of course, the campaign far exceeded thar 
patent observation. First, brochures from the I 890s repeated the daims 
made famous in travel books on Southern California written during the 
187os and 188os, particu larly by an Eastern journalist named Charles 
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Nordhoff. 10 To Nordhoff, Los Angeles was a Protestant Eldorado in old 
Mexico, a magicaJ lotus-land of sleepy adobes and Mediterranean, semi

arid grandeur, but a potential mother lode for someone with Yankee 
. . 
mgenUity. 

Tben, the brochures promised health nùracles. By removing oppressive 

humidity of all types (particularly industrial humidity), the air could cure 
tuberculosis, rheumatism, asthma, sleeplessness, even impotence. lndeed, 

the climate did clear the lungs for many (including Harry Chandler, who 

slept in an orange grove, and was cured) . For a rime, L.A. was called "the 
city for those with one Jung." ln the winters, as many as 20,000 tubercular 

and rheumatic patients would take the air, or the hot springs in the Los 

Angeles area, often within a mile of downtown itself. 11 H ealth foods and 
sanatoriums were already a major industry. 

La te-Victorians were obsessed about fresh air. Wh at passed through an 

open window bad to be invigorating, but not "emasculating." It had to 
be .fresh enough to keep men "vim artd fit." In the very popular medical 

handbook The Physical Lift of Woman, the well-known Boston physician 

George Napheys advised that married couples should not sleep together 
without an open window, and even then, at least "twenty cubic feet of 

fresh air a minute are required for every healthy adult.'' 12 The air spa ce 
had to be larger than 2,400 square feet, to replace old air once an hour. 

" Rebreathed air," Dr Napheys warned, "is poisonous." 

With such hazards facing even the moral couple at rest, consider 

how fresh the air had to be if one showed the slightest tendency toward 

illness, or degeneracy? Late-Victorians suffered from Jung diseases much 

more often than we do. Dry air was considered one of the orùy cures. 

With Americans feeling invaded rather suddenly by urban expansion 

after r87o, by poor sanitation growing worse in expanding cities, by 
th.ickening traffic jams fetid with horse-driven carriages, by a plague of 

syphilis that seemed untreatable, medical texts of the day often de
scribed the body as a frai] temple threatened by tormenting vapors. 

Germ theory was understood awkwardly, or not at all. To many, the air 

itself was a holistic science (like theories about body fiuids in the seven

teenth century, and medical cures by bleeding, practiced as late as the 
Civil War). 

No wonder, then, that doctors' offices in Los Angeles often were built 

with porches on all sides, to ventilate the air for patients. What is more, 

it was air that made the soil curative as well. The air in Los Angeles was 

not only fresh, it was fragrant, very intense with the sm ells of what grew 
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During the Depression, the marketing of the climate seemed to back
fire. Promotion about weather was eut back, particularly during the war 
years, wben rationing made tourism impractical anyway, even unpatriotic. 
Also, the sunshine, lotus-land image was hardly appropriate for selling the 
new industrial Los Angeles so evident during the Second WorJd War. 
When the Chamber of Commerce was interviewed by Life Magaz it1e in 
1943, a shift was apparent. In the modified puff piece based heavily on 
the interview, the reporter clearly was taking a slant very much in line 
with the new aggressive strategy of business leaders in Los Angeles. The 
subheading, provided by editors in New York, read: "The city that started 
with nothlng but sunshine now expects to become the biggest in the 
world."20 There was blight evident downtown, a large Mexican presence 
throughout the city,21 and many new factories; together, these added a 
new dimemion to the selling of Los Angeles - a city of airplanes, shipping, 
oil and steel. Through the guidance of the interviews by the C hamber of 
Commerce, the article is peppered with references to LA. aggressively 
promoting heavy industry, particulady Douglas Aircraft, to make the city 
"the aviation capital of the world." The president of Lockheed was quoted 
as saying: " ln any logical scheme the aviation industry should be back in 
the manufacturing center of the country and not out in a beautiful resort 
like this." The city had outgrown its farm-town image. 

It also began to outgrow its trolleys, radiating out in lineal fashion 
from downtown. Public transportation in Los Angeles bas been held bos
tage to real-estate promotion virtually from the beginning. A vast inter
urban and streetcar system was built from the 188os on, and it was 
promoted as the largest and most efficient in the world, approximately 
1,200 miles of track altogether. However, the leaven that kept the system 
growing was not public need but land speculation. Most of the profits for 
Henry Huntington's Pacifie Electric empire came from real estate, not 
the fare box. And Huntington was not the only player. Land syndicates 
would invest in new streetcar franchises, buy up real estate neac the pro
posed stations, then, after completion of the line, sell off quickly for 
considerable profit. 

The premier builder of streetcars, General Moses Sherman, often 
formed a land syndicate with realtor/ contractor Hobart J. Whicley and 
L.A . Times publisher, Harry C handler. For ex:ample, an inter-urban line 
to Hollywood (pop. soo) opened in 1903, with considerable fanfare. Up 
to that time, it was known mosdy for cattle ranching. pea farming, leman 
groves and tourism (a few inns and the Stritchley O strich Farm). Now, 
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however, it was in the path of development. 22 That year, Sunset Boulevard 
was opened west, past the Edendale area (Echo Park); Sunset was the first 
predecessor of freeway boulevard attached to downtown, and a signal of 
what was about to begin. Hollywood was formally incorporated as a city. 
At the Hollywood Hotel, the only location in the area that cabbies at the 
Alexandria downtown seemed to k:now, three real-estate agents established 
residence, waiting for a land rush into the Ocean View Tract, at the 
western end of town, north of Hollywood Boulevard between LaBrea 
and Cahuenga. 

A brass band played for the ftrst riders, at the downtown station at 
Hill and Fourth. Lemonade was dispensed. Theo, along the way, riders 
were invited to meet local celebrities. At Cahuenga Boulevard, they visited 
the home of French painter Paul de Longpre, who specialized in lm
pressionist landscapes mixed with the sunshine of Los Angeles; visitors 
could also study his collection of rare hanging rugs. At the Outpost , the 
oldest building in Hollywood, General Otis, co-founder of the Times, 
originator of the Chamber of Commerce, leader of the anti-union move
ment, gave a lecture on the future of the area. Meanwhile, getting down 

to business, at the Ocean View Tract itself, "promoters piled bricks and 
lumber on alternative lots, which they marked sow."23 Mounds of earth 
were added strategically, as if bouses were about to blossom like sun
fiowers. 

The showpiece of the streetcar system was the Balloon Route, so-called 
because it made a balloon-shaped circuit from downtown to the beach 
towns, then back again. In the teens, when the streetcar network reached 
its maximum efficiency, Balloon Route brochures were quite fancy, with 
three-co]or photo-lithos under vellum paper, the sunshine of a watercolor 
fo r free. They were pitched at the Sunday workman and his family, riding 
in imperial splendor to the ocean, where inexpensive property was listed 
for sale Oand along the beach was cheaper than downtown, at that time). 
Veruce was described as "the Coney Island of the West ." Redondo Beach 
was " the happy medium for the masses and attractions.'' Huntington Beach 
was " the rende2-vous for the little families."24 

By the twenties, however, the use of streetcars for weekend leisure 
diminish ed. With the quick speculative fortunes already made, the lines at 
their maximum, both the Pacifie Electric (Red Cars) and the Los Angeles 
Railway (yellow Cars) began to show !osses. They asked the city to huy 
them out, or to allow a penny fare hike, and fund improvements through 
city bonds.25 As a privately held trust, the transit system had lost its promo-
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tional usefulness, even for its owners. Now it needed public revenues to 
stay efficient. The cicy's answer was to back off but keep promising. As a 
result, little more than commission reports on mass transit were funded 
for the next fifty years. 

The history of how these streetcars were finally destroyed has been 
rehashed constandy, even in film parodies like Who Framed Roger Rabbit.26 

ln brief, the trolley system was eclipsed by the automobile. From the 
twenries on, routes endangered by auto traffic were allowed to go fallow. 
Attempts to expand the system, add subways, push for elevated lines were 
blocked, stalled, or deemed too cosdy - and not in the spirit of the 
sunshine expansion of Los Angeles.27 Much of the crisis also involved the 
three lanes that a trolley line needs on busy streets, so riders could mount 
the platform without getting swiped by a car. Rivalries between residenrial 
and commercial real estate produced a standstill, parricularly when plans 
involved years of noisy construction to widen a key street, like Wilshire 
Boulevard, or drilling a subway. The result was a steady erasure of the 
routes, particularly during the Second World War, despite massive decen
tralization of a growing population into new areas. 

In the sixties, finally, the truncated remains of the system were torn up 
- and with it went much of downtown. The interest groups who lobbied 
to destroy it after World War II included the auto and industries, railroads, 
urban planning commissions, suburban chambers of commerce, and, quite 
frankly, the majority of the voters in Los Angeles, whom it was believed 
would never support a city bond that helped the traction comparues. There 
is also evidence chat streetcars were linked in the public mind to corrupt, 
grasping railroads, the octopi from San Francisco or back East.28 During 
the first decade of the twentieth century, when L.A. leaders were fighting 
San Francisco railway empires, the Southern Pacifie pressured to haul 
freight along streetcar routes. Streetcar companies were accused of milking 
city money to get land at brokers' rates. H elp the traction companies? The 
resentment ran very deep, as part of daily conversation. Consider this 
anecdote: in r9o6, oïl patriarch Edward Doheny appeared in court to fight 
a $ I 5 speeding ticket given to his chauffeur. This was the sixth ticket issued 
to a Doheny driver, and each time the nùllionaire Doheny, with a touch 
of the "shanty" Irish, would refuse to pay without first complaining to the 
judge. "Street car comparues are constant violators of the speed laws," 
Doheny told Judge Austin. "Wby don't you arrest them and haul them 
into these courts?" Judge Austin agreed: "That is ground well taken, Mr 
Doheny. 1 suggest that you have warrants issued in a few cases and cause 
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arrests yourself." "l'li do that, your honor," Doheny replied, and paid the 
6ne.29 

Streetcars were run by the rich, above the law. Even plutocrats who 
were above the law felt so. Vestiges of this progressivist resentment re
mained. Even in the thirties, after the streetcars became hostage to bank 
loans, and hard.Jy a threat to the great leviathan of Los Angeles, headlines 
still suggested that the traction plutocrats deserved their comeuppance. 

The car, on the other hand, was the great liberator, for cruising in the 
open air, at 40 miles an hour, along wider roads. The car became heir to 
the sunshine strategy, and the Balloon Route took on a grimmer aspect. 

Key streets were expanded as parkways: Olympie Boulevard, then by the 
thirties Wilshire Boulevard, after a decade of resistance by homeowners 
against commercial investors - the signal victory of the car over residential 
real estate, the spidery extension of dO\-vntown to the zone around the 
Bullocks Wilshire department store, and then the emergence of rival com
mercial zones along the Miracle Mile farth er west. 30 At the same time, 
the image of the trolleys continued to sink. By the late thirties, as noted 
often in virtually every newspaper, the streetcars, without unguarded rights 
of way, ran much more slowly than before. They were described increas
ingly as symbols of urban bligbt, too primitive for the new image of Los 
Angeles. 

What indeed this new image looked like becomes the next focus in 
this chapter. The next stage of the sunshine scrategy, beginning with the 
late thirties, centered around the automobile, but also involved fantasies 
about the causes of urban blight, about the end of rustic innocence, 
about how to replace it with suburban innocence; and finaUy with no 
innocence at aU. It is a Balloon Route of another sort, from downtown 
west, and back downtown again, over a period of fifty years. 

THE MYTH OF A FREEWAY METROPOLIS: 

THE IMPACT OF DECENTRALIZATION ( 1936-49) 

In 1937, just as the Depression seemed to be worsening again, plans for 
building the fust freeways were released to the public. Scbemes about 
what were called "elevated and crossingless motorways" had been in the 
news before, as early as 1906,31 seriously in the mid cwenties, and occa
sionally afterward. But now the campaign began in earnest, after a new 
ttaffic survey, followed by long articles in the Times, brochures from che 
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Auto Club, meetings of think-tanks and speeches in the City Council. 
The fust freeway, the Arroyo Secco, was funded as part of an elaborate 
scenario for a new city, even including photo-sketches of an orderly city
scape that bore no resemblance to what actually stood at the cime. Then, 
during the war years, the rest of the Babylonian fantasy was laid out on 
paper, and the expenses calculated. 

Ed Ainsworth ,32 writing for the Trmes in 1937, stated the problem very 
succinctly: Los Angeles was " ideally situated ... for this first great experi
ment in loosening the strangling noose of traffic." The plan wouJd re
habilitate business, and become "a national model upon which to mold 
the city of the years to come," clearly a city dedicated to auto-mobility.33 

Roads left over from " the dim days of the pedestrian, the horseman and 
the horsedrawn vehicle" would be modernized. 

lt took longer to cross ten blocks downtown by car (I4 minutes) than 
by horse and buggy ftfty years earlier. The traffic problem caused quite a 
furor, so awesome that it became a metaphor for a much deeper anx:iety 
about the future of Los Angeles. The city seemed to be spiralling backwards. 

Planning documents from the war years repeat very much the same 
message - an utter contradiction of the sunshjne image of the city. 
Neighborhoods cannot "just grow, like topsy." Business and housing 
standards were being damaged by natural forces. ln fact, Nature's bounty 
added stress. Stores and filling stations came too close to residential 
housing. Office buildings went up where they were not needed. Vacancy 
rates increased - as did crime. The natural, or unplanned, city was 
beginning to look more like Chicago than a rustic arcadia. 

Like nature gone awry, the language describing these slums used bizarre 
medical metaphors: Los Angeles was aH:licted by urban diseases, like a 
herd of livestock attacked by mosquitoes or an orchard threatened by the 
Japanese beetle. Planner Mel Scott writes ( 1942, in a report widely citcu
lated throughout the [orties, chen expanded into a book in 1949): circu
lation is "afflicted by traffic fever," with "sick boulevards," and "high-speed 
arteries . . . ruined by straggling roadside businesses."34 Even more un
fortunately, Los Angeles was ' 'blighted," as shown on a map where 20 

square nilles of urban blight were darkened, like an x-ray of spots on the 
lung. Actually, blight is more a botanical than a mammalian disease -
spots on leaves. In planning jargon, blighr was defined as the first step 
toward slum, or terminal decay. 

Despite the rude oversimplifications, many of these models were 
designed to address the problems of poorer, struggling neighborhoods; 
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Then Bauer explained how this "state of flux" was "changing cities." 
"Five or six million people have moved from open country to metro
politan districts since 1940," mucb (aster than earlier. The number of 
farmers had declined, meaning that "urbanization is still roughly equivalent 

to economie progress." But what sort of urbanization? While the indus
trial labor force kept growing, it was not necessarily moving into the old 
metropolitan centers: 

During the war, twenty billion dollars of streamlined modern war plants have 
been built, almost doubling the value of industrial plants in the country ... 

Where are they? Not in old city centers nor yet in isolated small towns, but for 
the most part on the outskirts of metropolitan areas.43 

Wartime industrialization and decentralization were crippling ciries. The 
concern for these two problems transformed the image of Los Angeles 

very markedly, with the period after 1936 as the dividing line. From the 
18905 on, the number wbo came from farm areas conrinued to decline in 

L.A., un til by the forties they became alrnost insignificant. 44 Th en, with 
the Depression, rural tourists, who had been rich and desirable in the 

t89QS, when farm priees had zoomed. now becarne associated with the 
dispossessed that Steinbeck would describe in Grapes cifWrath. From 1936 

on, police at the state borders sent back thousands who came to L.A. from 
the Oust Bowl in particuJar, the beginning of a rude shift in image and 
policy, as declining services failed to keep up with the continuai in
migration from other parts of America. This po licy, called the "bum 
blockade,"45 was undertaken with active support from the L.A. Chamber 
of Commerce. In 1936, for example, the Chamber was invited to send a 
speaker to the sm ali town of Blythe, about three miles from the state li ne, 
where eight LAPD officers were stationed at every highway entrance to 

the state. A.fter the visitor's lecture, the Chamber at Blythe agreed to send 
a letter supporting the border checks to L.A. police chief Davis. 46 

C learly, the L.A. farm-city image had begun to backfire, and became 
a problem. PromotionaJ imagery, for a rime, was tilted away from 
descriptions of L.A. as a sunshine cornucopia toward L.A. as a home for 
those with industrial skills. Migration from the Duse Bowl was dis
couraged, even thougb that area of the country bad once been consid
ered crucial for tourism. Competition to attract government defense 
money was fierce during the war. LA. became the center for rnilitary 
industries serving the Pacifie, and many of these remained aftenvard, as 
part of the buge post\var defense industry here . 
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By the late thirties, and increasingly in the forcies, the promotional 
image of the city was very much divided. Tbere were two opposites that 

needed to be blended somehow: first, the sunshine city (I885-1929); 
second, the Depression, wartime, industrial city (192~45). Somehow, 

these two economie strategies would have to be organized into a bivalve 
organism that was easy to advertise - a new urban mode] for planning 
and investment. Stated another way: how were profits made through de

centralization going to coordinate with profits needed to save downtown? 
Suburban real estate was a plum, no doubt, or would be after the war . 

But most of the investment capital, and investment leaders, were still 

centered in downtown, along with the financial life blood of the city 
itself. 

Catherine Bauer offered the following solution: 

lt's too late, if indeed it ever was possible, to think of "saving" the old city 
centers in their congested nineteenù1 century form. A regional organism is 
striving for birth, with centers and sub-centers and open areas permanently 
differentiated for varied functions, much more compJex and refined than the 
amoeba-like nineteenth century city and bence requiring more discipline and 
conscious purpose. 47 

What these biological similes amount to is a plan for orbit cities, to be 
designed from scratch or enlarged around the k:nots where freeways would 
meet. The freeways would radiate from downtown, liberating the center 
from traffic congestion, while allowing for experiments in ideal city life 
without the baggage left over from old neighborhoods, with their shabby 
bouses and what Bauer called " the dreary inefficiency of present cities," 
meaning the roads, the blight and the irrational architecture. 48 ln terms 
of this essay, one image - decentralized suburbs - would be made to 
coexist with another: a revived downtown center. (The term Bauer used, 
by the way, was "decentrist."49

) 

For Jack of a better term, l have decided to caU this social imaginary 
an " lndustri-opolis", essentially an industrial blueprint laid over a rapidly 
decentralizing city, like bJending the City Efficient or Corbusier's Radiant 
City with a sunny fantasy of the suburbs. ln early L.A. planning (1908 

on), downtown was still envisioned as rustic enough to absorb more 
industry. lndustrial districts could be integrated with the landscaped inner 
city. The focus was still sunshine tourism, to camouflage factories beneath 
the picturesquet to please the eye of the tourist. Broad "Parisian" 

boulevards were to be added, along with agricultural parks, for "pleasure 
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drives," by coach more than automobile, and radiating out of downtown 
along wide,luxuriant streets. Much of this "city beautiful" model survived 
into the twenties, and the hopes for "garden cities" around downtown.50 

The hatred of skyscrapers was profound. They caused slums. As one 
downtown realtor declared in 1910, skyscrapers were "damp dark dreary, 
dismal, drafty defiles of dim depths with denizens dying of dread disease."51 

Another developer added: "The vital thing in Los Angeles is sunshine and 
[not tall buildings]. Pbysicians [should) advise their patients to take the 
sunny side of the street because of the important difference in temperature 
between light and shadow."52 

Slowly the debate shifted. The industrial became more fundamental to 
the booster message, particularly after 1923. At city planning, directed 
very forcefully by C. Gordon Wbitnall, schemes to industrialize roads 
were drawn. L.A. would be linked "scientifically" by widened parkways, 
lacer called bighways, a grandiose transformation to be funded by gas 
taxes, based on a survey completed and ready to go in 1934 - and very 
mucb like the final plan years later. The federal pressure to tbink indus
trially was fierce as we.ll. The Bureau of Public Roads was determined t.o 
finance a national interstate bighway system.53 By 1937- 38, the classic 
modemist adjective appears, to " rebuild [cities] alongfunctionallines."54 In 

L.A., "functional" also suited the new reform Mayor Fletcher Bowron, a 
"dean sweep" of downtown. Functional was honest, d.isinfecting. 

During the war years, 1 detect a shift, unnùstakably: the promise of 
highways deansing cities took on the urgency of new defense plants in a 
war. Not mu ch remained of the sunshine image of downtown anyway. 
With soldiers away, residential real estate was cons1dered a losing propo
sition. Councilmen were warned by city planners that shopping and 
services would keep decentralizing - as indeed city managers were warned 
throughout the country. 55 Therefore "a graduai change in the character of 
downtown Los Angeles was inevitable."56 Better to make downtown "the 
home of big executive centers of business." 

On the surface, this suggested great optimism, but only on the surface. 
Like the war itself, the slums downtown reminded developers anxiously 
of the Great Depression, and of wartime shortages and rationing - a 
world on the edge. Housing shortages were severe. Poverty seemed to be 
bursting at the seams. Whites were frightened by the rapidly growing 
black population. 84 per cent larger by 1945 - 6o,ooo more blacks, with 
only 3,000 "new unit:s for (Negro] occupancy."57 Powerful interests pushed 
for isolating low-income housing in areas like Watts. Others held their 
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breath as whites left much too quickly when many blacks bought into 
West Adams afier 1940. Less than two miles south of downtown, West 
Adams had been the premier neigbborhood in the twenties. 

Most of all, the Mex:ican presence was worrisome, more than ten times 
what it had been in 1910. From Boyle Heigbts all the way across northern 
and western downtown, Mexicans seemed to cast a racially dark shadow 
across the future of the entire region. Ironically enough, many of these 
so-called "pachuco" districts were very mixed as a rule, not even pre
dominantly Mex:ican, but the malaise had become unshakable. 

Nor did the end of the war quieten this foreboding all that much . 

Many downtown leaders remained convinced that the boom had merely 

been a fluke. The sudden growth of heavy industry might never repeat. 
Public-works programs would be needed to handle unemployment and 

housing shortages. By the early fifties the "Eisenhower era" confidence in 
business finally overcame the morbidity left by the Depression. But even 
then, there remained in the politics here as elsewhere a brooding anguish. 
Like the early Nixon campaigns for the Congress and the Senate, it was 
filled witb hysteria about all forrns of mass treachery. 

Tear down or else: L.A. was by no means alone in this anxiety to 
rebuild massively. Hundreds of other cities bad similar plans; what architect 
Richard Neutra called "Design for Survival."58 However, the total commit
ment in Los Angeles was rather unique: " the L.A. penchant for large

scale planning."59 In 1941, an imaginary - to-scale - Bunker Hill was put 
on display, at a public exhibition sponsored by the Regional Planning 
Commission. lt promised a geometrie wave of entirely new buildings, 
replacing virtually everything standing downtown. Time magazine called it 
a "Lewis Mumford dreamworld," and added: " If the city planners could 

burn Los Angeles down they would rebuild it differently."60 Planning 
reports described blight as more virulent here than elsewhere (it certainly 
was not, of course) . Neutra asked: "Was this metropolis a paradise, or did 
there exist here a type of blight which fined none of the classicaJ 
descriptions?"61 

The first projects opened by 1940: Union Station; Arroyo Secco 
Freeway. But most of the finite details were hatched after 1940, during 
the Second World War: where to build freeways, what to tear down. The 
emphasis was on how to strengthen downtown by reducing traffic 
congestion.62 These documents do not presume a dying downtown. That 
is what threw me at first. Beneath ali the jargon about suburbs, there 
remained an unshakable belief in centripetal urbanism. Suburbs tend to 
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strengthen downtown - eventually. Even during the ftfties, downtown is 
tre4ted more as injured than dying. Weed out the bad buildings; put 
freeways in place to get the traffic ftowing. Not much beyond freeways 
seemed imminent anyway. Who expected these tall buildings in Jess than 
thirty years? Even the futuristic models of L.A. that were printed in 
newspapers looked unborn: blan.k models, faceless wooden blocks \vithout 
windows or color - and too exaeme to believe entirely. The general 
public apparendy regarded them mosdy as intangible. And indeed, for 
another ftfteen years, very litde actually was built. Many people 1 have 
interviewed told me that it seemed nothing ever would be done on 
Bunker Hill. 

N or had the appeal of downtown disappeared.63 The population clown
town grew between 1939 and 1948, increasing the occupancy rate. The 
stores showed record profits, up 126 per cent between 1939 and 1948.64 

Broadway and Spring were stiJl lively into the fifties, home to first-run 
movie theaters, the major department stores, the large legal fums, the 
corporate headquarters. If you Jived in Altadena, ten miles north, your 
doctor might still be downtown. Througbout the fifties, residents dressed 
a bit fancier to go "downtown." And, visually speaking, the streets were 
no m o re worn than downtowns throughout America. 

L.A. actually had outperformed most downtowns after 1930 - tllgher 
population growth, less deterioration. Every urban center had been 
languishing unimproved for twenty years, due to the Depression, the war, 

and the postwar recession.65 Midtown Manhattan also looked g.rievously 
stricken. 1 remember that well enough from my childhood. Even gentrify
ing areas in Chicago during the late sixries felt as slummy to me as mucb 
of inner-city Los Angeles. In seventies New Town C hicago, l would see 
nervous "urban pioneers" mowing new lawns, white only across the street 
drug addicts waved hello, and at the corner, weary alcobolics emerged 
from packaged liquor stores, and shoved brown bags under their over
coats when they passed the fancy remodeled Treasure Island supermarket. 

We should not imagine throngs of hostile suburbanites running policy 
in 19 so Los Angeles. That is our reality today perhaps, but not as cl earl y 
back then. Downtowns were still seen as the heart that would eventually 
give life. That is partly why Robert Moses in N ew York felt comfortable 
rarnming the Bronx Expressway tbrough solid neighborhoods.66 Urban 
neighborhoods could survive. They were near all those people down
town. Of course, after a while, there were not enough of these people 
left in L.A. The hemorrhaging went too far. 
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aruciety about guarding against crime - crime being a code word very 
often for non-white slums too close by. Much of that anxiety centered, 
at fli'St, around fears about Mexican neighborhoods dose in, tben later 
about African Americans. Soon it became an architectural necessity. Cars 
moved along guarded freeways. Civic buildings needed security against 
too many winding alleys or hidden public places. The so-called "Inter
national School" found its widely accepted miss1on after World War ll, 
particularly after 1960, during moments of high urban decay, when cities 
seemed to need a quaranrine. Crime-proof plazas became rather popular, 
probably not always for the reasons architects envisioned. These plazas 
removed street-leve} shopping, made the path up steps very visible, into 
heavily lit, flat areas, and made unplanned congregations of people far 
less likely (as we know from the complaints by critic Jane Jacobs and 
others during the fifties). 

By the mid sevenries, after the first decade of the Growth Coalition, 
this passion for safety became essential to the way downtown was pro
moted (on television, in posters). From a safe height, one saw the glass 
curtain maze, an overhead helicopter shot of a vertical Oz that was 

virtually unpopulated at night. From the helicopter, the chalk- white hives 
of condominiums resembled feudal walls for the great freeway cloverleaf, 
which became a sculptural medaillon in the rrùddle of downtown. 

The shocks of the Watts R ebellion (1965) only aggravated the demand 
for more greater security, as if preparing for a siege, which 1 suppose 
fmalJy arrived in 1992.70 As Davis explains in his chapter on "Fortress 
L.A.,"71 the rich districts were walled off very clearly against the poor. 
This was parricularly true of areas west of downtown. During the eighties, 
with considerable investments left unprorected in real estate between 
Hancock Park and Fairfax, a wall of safety emerged along the Wilshire 
Corridor. Continuing into the nineties, plans for a 'West Bank" beyond 
the Harbor Freeway will eventually extend this clear barrier between 
north and south ali the way to downtown. The boundary is supposed to 
foUow the arc of the Metro R ail, from the Wilshire Corridor up Vermont, 
with a lifeline extended south down Figueroa, past the expanded Con
vention Center, into South Park, and ultimately, if plans continue, toward 
the University of Southern California. Again. the shocks of 1992 have 
stalled that for now. 

But the crucial turning was in the late sixties: the industri-opolis 
seemed at its point of highest efficiency, or at least the freeways were. 
L.A. was praised worldwide as a city that functioned extremely weil. In 
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possibly the most famous bornage to industri-opolis, art historian Reyner 
Banham described the freeway system as a unique ecology. He compared 
it to a man-made climate, superior to nature, an "autopia.'t72 He also 
meant that playfully: autopia, like the ride in Disneyland. 

By contrast, Banham added a tiny "note on downtown, because that is 
ail downtown Los Angeles deserves.'t73 He saw no viable architecture there. 
A few office towers added near the Civic Center only revealed how 
hopeless the situation had become. Old pedestrian sites like Pershing 
Square and the pueblo area were corroded, proof that the residen~ of 
L.A. no longer cared about downtown at ail. Downtown was "a badly 
planned and badly run suburban shopping center for those who cannot 
afford cars to get to the 'real' suburbs." In the first illustration of the 
book, to show how badly planned the old downtown was, Banham 
included a photo of Echo Park Avenue, near the neon parking display of 
the Pioneer Market. The nest of store signs looked discombobulated~ 
beyond hope. Even today, that part of Sunset Boulevard is, indeed, quite 
a jumble. However, the neighborhood around it is one of the most stable 
in the city, and rather unique in its mixture of classes and ethnicities. In 
Banham 's eyes, except for an overhead photo of the freeway cloverleaf, 
downtown did not qualify as a modernist architectucal superspace, much 
less an autopia. 

As of the early seventies, the industri-opolis presumably had achieved 
its goal, to fashlon L.A. into a national model74 for the modernist city: 
efficient, sensuaily liberating, strangely free of an urban center, like a 
cognate of abstraction in art, a Rothko painting where the center Boats 
in an existential absence. But it had fundamentally failed in the effect it 
had on visitors. The French critic Roland Barthes compared downtown 
Los Angeles to Tokyo: two urban giants evacuated at their center, as a 
strange liberation from classical codes of urban experience. 75 But, in fa ct, 
downtown was not a blank cipher at ali, far from it. lt was more the 
scene of the crime, a crisis to ignore, the un-touristed non-image. One 
might say it was the tree that was designed to fall without anyone 
watching in the forest. lt was a blank because the hotels had turned into 
flop bouses, and they had been removed from the promotion of the city 
altogether, except in fantasy, as part of a nether wodd that one found in 
L.A. literature and film; and also in urban planning documents, as the 
downtown of no hope, a precursor of the "blade runner" city. [t became 
the polyglot nightmare in people's imagination, as famous in its way as 
the Sunkist orange. 
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THE MYTHS OF DOWNTOWN RENEWAL ( 19l6-49) 

First Myth: B1mker Hill and Forties Noir -
"Oid Town1 Lost Towtt1 Shabl1y Town, Crook Toum." 

These words, frequently quoted in descriptions of downtown L.A., come 
from Raymond Chandler's nove1 The High Window (1942).76 lt lays out a 
romance of urban blight that matches very closely what urban planners 
during the Second World War saw as beyond redemption. The passage 
describes the Bunker Hill area downtown: 

Once, very long ago, it was the choice residential district of the city, and there 
are sriU standing a few of the jigsaw Gothie mansions ... They are alJ rooming 
houses now ... The wide sweeping staircases are dark with rime and with cheap 
varnish laid on over generations of dirt.77 

Chandler's version of Bunker Hill is peopled with the hopeless and the 
criminal: "Landladies bicker with shifty tenants." Old men wearing cracked 
shoes have "faces like lost battles." ft is an old neighborhood, with evil 
lurking beneath the quaintness, "little candy stores where you can huy 
even nastier things than their candy." At "ratty botels . . . nobody signs the 
register except people named Smith and Jones ... The night derk is half 
watchdog and half pan der ... " "Out of the apartment ho uses come women 
who should be young but bave faces like stale beer." Among the derelict 
types are "men with pulled-down bats and quick eyes; . . . fly cops with 
granite faces; .. . cokies and coke peddlars; people who look like nothing 
in particular and know it." 

Chandler's description of the Florence Apartments, at the northern 
end of Bunker Hill, is suitably gothie: "clark brick in front, three stories, 
the lower windows at sidewalk level and masked by rusted screens and 
dingy net curtains." At the entrance door, only "enough of the names" 
could be read. Out toward the alley, instead of sunshine fantasy, there 
were "four tall battered garbage pails in a line, with a dance of fiies in the 
sunlit air above them." 

Chandler bad lived in Bunker Hill himself, for a short rime in 1913, 

before his career as an oil executive had transformed his finances - also 
before he was fired (in 1933). Mterward, he plunged into a new career 
writing detective fiction, living in cheaper districts west of the old metro
politan center, and also in Pacifie Palisades.78 After 1946, with income 
from screenwriting, and a growing disencbantment with Los Angeles - in 
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his words, "that old whore"79 - he moved to La joUa. It is unlikely that 
Chandler had any direct connecrion with Bunker Hill after 1913, or even 
with downtown very much, but only with its reputation. 

Bunker Hill bad become the emblem of urban blight in Los Angeles, 
the primary target for redevelopment downtown from the late twenties 
on. A steep bill, rising from Fourth Street to Temple, from Hill Street 
west, past Figueroa, it represented 200 acres of impasse.80 The hill stifled 
traHie. It offered little opportunity for commercial development, though 
it had supported a number of elegant hotels for decades. lt seemed suit
able only for residential housing, despite the Bradbury Mansion, the 
Melrose Mansion, the Armour House (also called the Castle). 81 By the 
late twenties, that housing also looked rundown. Its median year of 
construction was 1895.82 Sorne 98 per cent of the homes bad been built 
before 1920. Bunker Hill was the oldest cityscape in Los Angeles, with 
more showboat Victorians rhan anywhere else in Southern California, but 
virtually ali of them were being converted into rooming houses. 

After 1910, the social elite who had dominated the hill and downtown 
life started to move away, mostly to the new Adams district near USC. 
And Mexican immigrants began to take their place. As early as 1912,83 

the first proposais to remove it were made, but were easily resisted by the 
wealthy residents there. ln 1915 , rather than add a third tunnel under the 
hill, City Council offered to make cwo giant cuts at First and Second 
Streets, at a cost of $5 million, to prevent what was perceived as the 
isolation of new housing west of downtown. Again, organized protests by 
residents, including dowmown businessmen, stopped the bond issue. A 
tunnel at Second Street was started iostead, and finisbed in 1924 - the 
last formai improvement of Bunker Hill. 

.ln 1928, in the spirit of quick fixes during the oil boom, a man 
named C.C. Bigelow offered to wash down the encire hill with che same 
bydraulic equipment used in mining, at a cost of Sso miJlion. The city 
council took hlm seriously, and bired a consulting engineer, William H . 
Babcock to check out the plan. Finally, in 1931, after an elaborate survey, 
Babcock suggested removing only the crown of the hill, at a cost of $24 
million. Then no more cuts would be needed. The plan was to keep 
most of the residents out of the crown, and make it an "acropolis," a 
term that reappears often in the thirties,84 meaning "a citadel of local 
government:" courthouses, museums, and so on. 

But residents living on the hill, particularly the few remaining wealthy 
families, fought and killed the bond issue in committee. Bigelow 
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announced that "the human equation must be overcome." In I938, the 
City Council said: "We'U let the natural force of economies do the job."85 

Depression priees would make the hill cheap enough to remove eventually. 
It already had been designated a fire hazard since the teens. Strict fire 
codes allowed very little new housing until the twenties, when a few 
Mission Revival stucco buildings were perrnitted. 

Mter 1930, nothing new was built up there. Between 1930 and 1940, 
the population on the hill increased by 19 per cent to a density above 
63 per acre, rivaling eastern cities.86 As of 1940, over 75 per cent of the 
residents had less than eight years of schooling. Most were immigrants, 
predominantly from Mexico, but also from ltaly, Canada, Russia, 
Germany and England. Even more damaging, however, Bunker Hill 
housed a very large number of elderly retired people. This became the 
crux of the debate: where to relocate the aged - who claimed that the 
conm1unity was intact, and quite charmjng still - isolated above clown
town. By 1957, the Department of Building and Safety identified 6o per 
cent of the buildings as hazardous, meaning worse than simply sub
standard. Police reports indicated high crime, and also considerable trade 
in narcotics, particularly just north of the old funicular cable car, Angers 

Flight. 
In the novel Ask tite Dt4st (I939),John Fante remembered Bunker Hill 

as it had looked ten years earlier: 

1 wem up to my room, up the dusty stairs of Bunker Hill, past the soot-covered 
frame buildings along that dark street, sand and ail and grease choking the futile 
palm crees standing like dying prisoners, chained ta a little plot of ground with 
black pavement biding their feet. Dust and old buildings and old people sitting 
at windows, old people tottering out of doors, old people moving painfully 
along the dark street. 87 

In another novel of the Depression, Fast One (1932), by Paul Cain (the 
.fust major hard-boiled crime novel set in L.A.), Bunker Hill is the fust 
neighborhood the criminal outsider visits, a world of molls, gangster 
dialogue, and professional crooks. Scheming losers live there. In Paul Cain's 
description of buildings downtown, mixed use and blight take on the 
Gothie spirit of Dickensjan byways: 

AnseJ's turned out to be a dark, three-story business block set Bush with the 
sjdewalk. There were bjg For R ent signs in the plate-glass windows and there 
was a dark stairway at one side. 88 
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detectives like Chandler's Marlowe meet decadent rich women slumming 

with gangsters on gambling ships, or doing drugs in seedy back alleys 
(Farewell My Lovely is the obvious example). One might cali these fantasy 
stories urban primitivism, like the classic image of young English women 
getting a tan among brown-skinned races, then committing crimes un
imaginable in the Protestant normalcy of the Anglo-Saxon family. 

After r948, with the newly authorized Community Redevelopment 
Agency, and the support of powerful downtown interests, plans for Bunker 
Hill began again in earnest. The 1949 federal H ousing Act strengthened 
the power of enùnent domain. Forced sale of housing was given the 
strength of law; the seller could be forced to accept terms or have the 
building condemned, if the site was required for civic redevelopment, or 
for freeway construction . A battle of nerves began. Local residents resisted 
redevelopment through law suits, letter campaigns, and handbills.92 

A related battle took place at the same rime. During the housing 
shortage after World War Il, there was a brief flurry of interest in adding 
low-income apartments downtown. Promises were made by civic leaders 
to reserve Bunker Hill and C havez Ravine for public housing. These 
commitrnents had to be washed away, through a red-baiting carnpaign 
w here public bousing was labeled as communist. O nce that succeeded at 

the poUs in 1953, a much more corporate, upscale program for Bunker 
Hill was approved by C ity Council. 

The newspapers covered the story mosùy as a matter of nostalgia - the 
old-timers versus the modernizers. ln 1954, news of the upcorning Fourth 
Street "eut" sparked a few nostalgia pieces, about how "ghosts walk on 
Bunker Hill.'>93 To make room for " a graceful 687 foot viaduct to soar 
eastward from the harbor Freeway . . . the old 4th St. neighborhood, with 
its stately homes and mansions of the gaslight era will be no more."94 

T here was already a gaping hole on First Street, awaiting a new County 
Courthouse-95 Only the elderly are left to remember who lived where. 
Of course, memory in the aged is often symbolized by ghosts - old 
bouses as white-bearded men. Art Hewett, reporter for the Herald, wrote: 

Bunker Hill is a land that Los Angeles forgot. A strange place the city moved 
around, chipped at, went under and through, but hardly ever over.96 

I am leafing through xeroxes from the CRA campaigns of the ftfties 
against keeping Bunker Hill. One has a pie chart showing only 66 owner 
occupied houses left there, out of 7,244 units. Even more telling (and 
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highly exaggerated), a graph bas the arrest rate as almost ten times the 
city average. Presumably there was not:hing left to save. If there are only 
low-income renters, a neighborhood must be dead already, a crook town. 

After eight months of hearings in 1959, the City Council voted for 
the Bunker Hill Renewal project, "the largest and most dramatic in the 
United States." lt would "keep our city from slipping backward, like San 
Francisco and New York in the population race:• And, more pointedly, it 
would reverse the "drift" to the suburbs.97 The opposition was led by 
Councilman Edward Roybal, who claimed that the hearings had failed to 
reveal a dangerous level of urban "blight" there, nor an inordinate amount 
of crime or disease. 98 1 am also struck by the tone of many newspaper 

descriptions of Bunker Hill in the fifties: "a tranquil island of fade·d 
elegance in the heart of this bustling city;" "the other quiet streets of 
Bunker Hill"99 - hardly the angle T'd expect for a cesspool of crime and 
tuberculosis. 

By the mid sixties, Bunker Hill had been stripped entirely of bouses. 
The planners decided to level the hill but to keep two tunnels, which 
remain to this day, as monuments to urban erasure. They also seal access 

for pedestrians going in or out. There is no comfortable way to walk 
east/ west inside the Second or the Third Street Tunnels, except perhaps 
as a ceremonial dance of death.100 A few of the old Victorian mansions 
from Bunker Hill were moved to a site along the Pasadena Freeway, a 
fi.tting place: the building of that freeway had initiated the planning that 
made residenrial life in the old downtown practically extinct. 

During the nineties, in an attempt to develop "communities" down
town, another quixotic master plan has been devised. 101 These maps utterly 
ignore neighborhoods damaged around downtown, and concentrate more 

on stop-gap measures to control the problems of homelessness. But 
neighborhoods are like necklaces. Wben the clasp is removed (Bunker 

Hill as the key access from all directions), the necklace is as good as lost. 
lt will take many years for a balance to be restored, if ever. 

Also in the 198os, another Bunker Hill was torn down: at )east Sso 

units, with thousands more to follow, in an old area that is being called 
Center City West (west of the Harbor Freeway downtown) . Clearly, some 
efforts are being made to avoid another Bunker Hill syndrome. The 
architects' plans for this new imaginary downtown adjunct are glamorous, 
calling for a mixed-use, pedestrian-oriented district, with rich and poor 
reasonably close together, with high-rise hotels, medium-sized office build
ings, aparonents and even possibly small parks, with a small trolley over 
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the Harbor Freeway. lt is a fantasy community, as early plans for Bunker 
Hill were, but beneath the elegant prospects there is also the death of a 
neighborhood, and the sttuggle to split up the fmancial pie (between 
deveJopers, council people, the school board, Cal-Trans and slumlords). 
Twenty thousand people had once lived in this general area, now growing 
bald, and so erratically that wildcat oil wells have opened in sorne of the 
empty lots where bouses used to be. Later in this book, 1 will exanùne 
its history, another version of the scorched-earth policy of the industri
opolis. 

Struggles to force developers to add low-income housing stalled the 
bargaining for five years, while tenants, understandably exasperated, even 
formed alliances with slum landlords to stay in their aparunents. M ean
w hile, the same la.ndlords eut deals with developers to seU out, because 
for a wh.ile a full city lot sold for as much as Ssoo,ooo. The sadness, the 
good intentions, the brokering for power and profit continued, until the 
final plan was approved in 1991, just in cime for the recession, guarantee
in g thar the area will stay unbuilt, simply forgotten, for another ten years, 
or perhaps never be built. 

Second Myth: Chitratowt1, 1887- 1973 -
The Social History of a Tourist and Movie Metaphor 

According to legend, there was once a Cbinese underground city 
beneath downtown Los Angeles - a nest of catacombs where inscrutable 
sins were committed. Presumably it was located underneath the Garnier 
Building, south of the old Plaza, but the basement there was used mostly 
for storage, from bins of rice to live chickens, for the restaurants above. 
Rumors described secret entrances and " hatchetmen high binders" dressed 
in purple silks, who killed to win "slave" women, like the famous Helen 
of Chinatown.102 H owever, the myth of a C hinese underground came 
primarily out of white civic policies, as tourism, like the continuai refer
ences in guidebooks to "whispering" streets with " all the ·wickedness of 

its old civilization."103 from 1887 to 1909, the streets assigned for legaJ
ized prostitution were situated officially in Chinatown - and very much 
above ground, without any approvaJ from residents there. 104 T he sarne 
was true for the opium trade (where dealers who signed the "poison 
book" for police could operate, free from arrest) . It was felt that Chinese 
were used to opium and whores, so the seedier aspects of tourism could 
be isolated there, away from the other areas of downtown. Meanwhile, 
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the cribs for whores and the dens for d.rugs were run, and frequented, 
mosdy by whltes.105 As a result, white gangs, and addicts, would mug 
Chinese regularly on the street. ln 1887, the center of Chinatown was 
burnt down, probably by arson, while the Fire Department nearby refused 

to answer the cali. 106 Chinese busmesses complained constandy, but had 
little recourse. For generations, particularly following the Alien Exclusion 

Act (1883}, Chinese were not permitted to give testimony in court. News 
articles with ti cl es like .. Trace Plot to Chink Student" warned of" coolie 
smuggling" through an underground railway, clearly exaggerated, as if 
immigration there were run by deviant subterranean abolitionists. 107 

· By the thirties, the image of a vice-ridden downtown bad been ünked 
èlearly with Chinatown, particularly in reports about Fan Tan clubs by 
the vice cops who worked in the C hinese district: "The Chinese employ 

intricate ways of biding their gambling . . . cunning ways of stationing 
lookouts ... To the average caucasian, aU C hjnese look alike... Officers 
sent to Chinatown are completely out of their element."108 

Clùnatown was also identitied with the Mexican barrio nearby, known 
as the Sonora or "Dogtown;" and with the old vaudeville district on 
Main Street, which John Fame remembered as "neon tubes and a light 
fog [at midnight], honky tonks and all night picture bouses ... secondhand 

stores and Filipino dance hall, cocktails 1 sc, continuous entertainment."109 

With Chinatown at its heart, this was indeed a blighted place, still popular 
for tourists, but also the home to a very stable Chinese community that 

bad been there for over fifty years. The novelist and critic Louis Adamic 
described the Mexican part of the Plaza in 1928: 

[Even] as it is, the Plaza district is the most interesting part of Los Angeles. lt 

consists, for the most part, of cbeap wooden tenements occupied by Mexicans 
and Chinks [Chinese], of vario.us camouflaged bawdy houses, dance halls, forlom
look:ing bootleg dives, hop joints, movie shows, tamale stands, peep shows, 
shooting galleries, and stores selling rosaries and holy pictures. Main Street 
North, the principal thoroughfare of the district is a moron stream, muddy, 
6lthy. unpleasant to tbe nose .. . an awtùl stew of hu man li fe . .. 

But just as 1 write this, the doom of the Plaza is sounding. A few million aire 

realtors bad got together with the railroads running into Los Angeles and cooked 

up a scbeme to build a Union Station on the Plaza, which wouJd give a tre

mendous boost to the land values in that vicinity.l 10 

Adamic goes on to describe the Mexican church of Our Lady at the 

Plaza. He watches an old tootWess woman praying there, then a few 
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blocks away visits a cheap dance hall with a "crowd of young Mexicans, 

frail-bodied, foppish. decadent-looking boys and girls. the sweat of their 

bodies mingling with the scents of cheap perfumes and talc; their deep

sunk black eyes aglow with a desperate passion for joy; humming 

American ragtirne." 

The news was already on the street about $1 .4 million of state funds 
and much private donation, from the likes of Harry Chandler and the 

powerful O'M elveny law firm downtown. designated to redesign the plaza 

area into a pueblo for tourists. 111 C hief of Police Ed Davis even promised 
prison labor for free. 112 To dean up the area, Chinese were evacuated 

from the Plaza, perhaps 3,000 residents gone within twenty years.m ln 

the thirties, the eastern end of Chinatown was torn down, to make way 

at last for the Union Station, while the site of the old cribs was allowed 

to burn clown (for fear of contamination by bubonic plague; a new central 
post office was built there a few years later). StiJl, in the forcies, around 

the Union Station, pictureSC]Ue blight dominated, with sorne of old 

Chinatown left, much of Main Street, the Sonora, and farther northwest, 
up hi1ls, along dirt roads, part of C havez Ravine looked to sorne like a 

failing chicken farm. 114 And presiding over the encire area, what sorne 
called the "acropolis," Bunker Hill. By 1949, ali that was slated to go, as 

Times columnist Lee Shippey explained: 

The one hundred million dollar grant for slum clearance which the city has 
secured from the federal government should turn Chavez Ravine and other 

breeding places for delinquency and disease into pleasant, sanitary and well
serviced areas for low-income families. [Pinally, of course, Chavez Ravine was 

turned over to the Dodgers for a baseball stadium] ... The thirty-five million 
dollar addjtions to the freeway system are resulting in the clearing away of 
ugliness which used to face the Union Station, and whatever new structures 

arise there will give persons arriving by train a wholly new first glimpse of the 
city. 115 

Within fifteen years, every eyesore visible from d1e train station would 

be gone entirely. Of course, by then the Union Station itself had begun 

to look blighted, the victim of freeway expansion and the decline of rail 

travel. Nevertheless, the deanup campaign persisted into the eighties. 

Today, the L.A. subway has begun to establish itself at the Union 

Station, overlooking a new Chinatown,116 essentially where the old Sonora 
used to be, beside the great freeway cloverleaf, where the old Chinatown 

used to be, in what has come to be called Downtown North. Southwest 
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710, or whether it would significandy liberate traffic for more than five 
years, at a cost of $1 ·4 billion and very likely much more. 120 Tbere are 
numerous alternative "low impact" plans; the most recent, paid for by 
South Pasadena, would cost 92 per cent less. By widening and rerouting 
existing roads, it would have much the same effect - ach.ieve over 90 per 
cent of what the freeway would do - but save 700 houses (sorne say over 
r,ooo), and at least 3,000 very mature trees.121 The head of planning at Cal 
Trans dismissed it as the work of "beaucifiers," not transportation "engi
neers."122 Mile for mile, the 7 10 pronùses to be the most expensive freeway 
ever built, averaging $500 for every licensed driver in the entire county. 

Yet, as of New Year in 1995, Cal Trans and the federal authorities were 
still determined to persevere no matter what. On 28 December, chey 
released the map of yec an.other route, to avoid another designated historie 
district; this is the twenty-ftrst new pJan, each conceived at a staggering 
cost. 123 Tens of millions of dollars have been spent already. Cal Trans owns 
over six hundred houses bought since 1960, generally craftsman cottages 

• 

over eighty years old, in neighborhoods that have also been historically 
designated. Many cottages have been allowed to rot, for fear that if they 
were maintained propedy, with their long setbacks and large crees, the 
freeway tn.ight seem less "friendly." In the new route, eighty-eight more 
structures will be purchased under eminent domain. 

Recendy, a transportation historian asked one of the executives at Cal 
Trans whether she had ever beard of Captain Ahab. T he term "culture of 
deniai" is used to describe their pursuit of this great whaJe. But, most 
likely, before 2010, the leviathan will be finished, corne what may. The 
dehumanization that cornes with industri-opolis takes on a Kremlinesque 
rigidity.124 It simply goes forward, even if that means backward. The logic 
of rational investment will be forgotten. Like an office buried inside the 
ClA even after the Cold War is over, the campaign to fund the 710 

knows its nùssion, and does not need to keep crack of time, incidental 
losses - bouses, neighborhoods, trees, historie continuities - or money. 

NOTES 

I . Charles D. Willard, A History of t"e Clramber of Commerce of Los Angeles, Califomia, 
1888-J900 (Los Angeles: Kingsley-Barnes and N euner, 1899), p. 12. Among the many 
sources on the boom, the most thorough is: Glenn S. Dumke, "Boom of the Eigbties 
in Southern Califomia," dissertation, U C LA, 1942, chapters 4 and 5 in particular . 
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2 . Willard. A History, p. 47· 
J. These highly epbemeral brochures can be found in libraries and private collec

tions throughout the city. The L.A Museum of Natural History and UCLA Special 
Collections bave an enormous oumber of them. 

4· For a summary of " the Los Angeles Scbool of Urban Srudies," see Marco Cenzatti, 
Los Angeles and the L.A. Sclrool: Postmodernism and Urban Studies (West Hollywood: Los 
Angeles Forum for Atehitecture and Urban Design, 1993). Sec also l9QC>-I930 travel 
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104. Special Collections, El Pueblo Museum, L.A. AJso H ector Tobar, "Evidence of 

Seamy Past is Dug up in Dowmown L.A.," LA. Ti~. May 31, 1996, A1. 
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Los Angelts Revealtd, pamphlet [Los Angeles: Ward Ritcbie Press, 1964)). 
to6. Special Collections, El PuebJo M useum, L.A. 
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108. Charles Stoker, Thicktr •, ThiM!S (Santa M onica: SidereaJ Company, 195 1), p. 

343· 
109. Fante, Ask the D1ut, p. 22. 

110 . Louis Adamic; TI1t Tmth About Los Attgeles (Girard, Kansas: HaJdeman-Julius 
Publications, 1 927), pp. ro-u . Adamic is a mu ch oeglected liter:t.ry figure. For more 
material on his attitudes tow.Lrd L.A., see Carey M cWiUiams, Louis Adamic a11d Shadmv 
America (Los Angeles: Arthur Whipple, 1935), p. 79 and passim. Adanùc is djscu ed at 
lengtb by Mike Davis in City of Quartz. 
Il 1. John Anson Ford, Forty Explosive Year.s, p. IOJ . 

112. Christina Sterling, Olvera Street: lts History and Restoratio11 (Los Angeles: n.p., 
1937), p. 16. Sterling was the society activist who fougbt to save O lvera Street, went 
on to play the duenna for many of tbe shopkeepers tbere, and even tried to injtiate a 
Sino-fanwy plan for a C hina City after World War Il. 
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Boulevatd down to Aliso Street. There was also a Chinese Market district from East 
Nintb to Eleventh Street, between Wall and San Pedro, witb C binese restaurantS and 
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1948). 
I14. The pho to entitled " lnconvenience" in Scott's Citits Art for Ptoplt (p. 55) is of 
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Yavno in ue Shippey, Tht Los At~gelts &ok (Boston: H oughton-M ifH in, 1950), p. 64. 
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115. Shippey, The Los Angeles Book, p. 105. The photos in this book, by Max Yavno, 
are remarkable, and unique among the most cleady "neighborbood-centered" of any 
photographie record from the late forties. 
n6. By 1946, there were two new Chinatowns actually. The fust, China Cjty, was set 

up by Christina Sterling as a tourist rwin co Olvera Street, on a site chat was already 
used by H ollywood studios and bad a coterie of Chinese actors, as weU as exhjbits with 
props from MGM's The Good Eartll. The otber version, far more successful for the 
Chinese tbemselves, w.u located fiuther north and called New Chlnatown, set up by 
Chinese businessmen. See G~tding Lui, lnside Los Angeles Chittatown, chs U, IV and V. 
117. See Rodolfo Acuna, Anything But Mexican: Chic.ar~os itt C011temporary Los Angeles 

(London: Verso, 1996), ch. 2. 

n 8. Conversations witb Robert Towne, 1985-86. 
119. South Pasadena has a long hiscory of fighting legal battles. Even ac its found.ing 

in t887, it incorporated mosdy to force Pasadena to srop building saloons there, ro 

make " them" stop messing with their town. Ln 1912, they were pressured to join the 
city of Los Angeles, or !ose their water. Once again they refused, and waited six years 
for a stable water supply rather tban accommodate. They have also bucked the super
wealthy San Marino just to the east, and are notorious for fussy permjtting, if a business 
seems too noisy or o therwise inappropdate. 

120. Tradirionally, the overruns in projects like this can double the cast. In a Jucky 
season, expemes will grow only 10 or zo per cent. 

12-r. Tbere are rumors, however, that the low impact plan would force one-way 
traffic down key streets, inhibiring business. 
122. Pasadena Star-News, 8 January 1996, AI . 

12 3. Richard Win ton, " .freeway Route Shifted co Spare Historie District," L.A. Times, 
28 D ecember 1995, Bt , 3· 
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.. instandy bad Bauhaus" (L.A . Times, 8 January 1996, p. AI). 
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CHAPTER TWO 

L.A. NOIR AND FORGETT ING 

Downtown is Nighttown, where memory is haunted continually by its 
own erasure. In 1981, William Gibson's Johnny Mnemonic explains: 

l'd never spent much time in Nigbttown. Nobody there bad anything to pay 
me to remember, and most of all they paid regularly to forget. Generations of 
sharpshooters had chipped away at the neon untiJ the maintenance crews gave 
up. Even at noon the arcs were soot-black against the faintest pearJ.1 

Neon, of course, is a double signifier: fust, the sour nightlife in crime 
movies from the forties, the insomnia of urban decay; and second, the act 
of shopping as insornnia, as a frisson. What results when the two are 
combined is a noir vision of Los Angeles. Consumer memory is set at 
night, when the uneasy loner strikes out violendy inside poor distticts 
wbere no community is Jeft at all. The result is a social imaginary about 

the city vanishing. Consumer promotion no longer merely erases slunlS; 
it affiicts the consumer as well. 

According to noir novels and ftlms since 1930, L.A. is supposed to die 
by fire, earthquake, suffocation, arnnesia, in the dark, in a movie theater, 

or in sorne way seen from a distance, perhaps through the window of a 
car. The distance often suggests a kind of tourism rather than social 
realism. That distancing is a vital clue, about voyeurism turning toward 
self-destruction. Long before the bladerunner nightmares, LA. seemed to 
inspire stories about enraged tourists taking their revenge, the most famous 
being Nathanael West's novel The Day cf tite Locust (1939). 
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Above all, the nightmare is compared to the experience of wandering 

through consumer-driven spaces, a rourist 's guide to bell, in a world built 

by promotion and set loose like a gyro. Tourism pronùses righteousness 

'\vith a taste of sin not far away. First, it promotes a self-contained , sunny 

Protestant Jerusalem, and second, an amoral yearning, a tantalizing, pruri

ent Babylon. T he fust generates investment, the other a fast weekend. 

From the late nineteenth century on, both had to be easy to find, right 

off the train, in plain view, often literally through the same window. 

Boosters hoped that new housing tracts would distract attention away 

from the prurient Babylon many came to find, but it never did entirely. 

Babylon and the real-estate Jerusalem could be found so dose to each 
o ther, a commodification of the same desire - to escape into a sunny 

Arca dia. 
Imagine the nùdwestern tourist arriving by rail to Los Angeles at the 

turn of the century. The train makes a slow, wide turn at Alameda. From 

across the street, out of cccribs" in a red-light district, 2 prostitutes wave to 

make eye contact with prospective customers (no t unlike illustrations of 
wh ores in New York waving from tenement windows at men in subways). 

T he tourist conswner is supposed to be well armed against such 
blasphemies. Even on the train, brochures have been handed out. They 
were paid fo r by the L.A. Chamber of Commerce, the Santa Fe Railroad , 

the Pacifie Electric streetcar company, even by realtors. From C hicago to 

Saint Louis and points west, ads in newspapers and magazines have 
directed tourists toward the Pro testant Eden. Even on the fancy P.E. 

streetcar m aps, there are addresses of realtors to visit immediatdy after 

disembarking at the downtown station. But not far from the realtors is 

the gamblers' Tenderloin, on Spring Street. And, while riding the street
cars, one could see Mexican hod carriers at work on new trunk lines -

the inhabitants of the lower rings, living out of sight. ln 1903 , M ex:ican 
track workers became a particular nuisance, walk.ing out during La Fiesta, 

just when the city leaders wanted co sh ow off the Balloon R oute to the 

visiting President Roosevelt. 3 A struggle that eventuaUy broke their union 
continued below eye levd. As the Times insisted for decades, L.A. was a 

city of racial harmony, "with a minimum of social complexities."4 

Similarly, in 1904, voters nearly passed Prohibition, even while First 

and Main downtown was lined with saloons shuttling drunks out ioto 

the street. ln 1917, a referendum against hard liquor was approved, but 

whiskey remained easy to huy just north of downtown.5 During Prohibi
tion , the Times claimed that L.A. was only JO per cent "wet," while 
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One imagines how Nathanael West might have described such events. 
Like so many of the critics, he liked to set the transients of Los Angeles 
against a background of consumer images - Todd's life among movie sets 
compared to life at the San Berdoo Apartments (Day of the Loa1st). lt has 
become a standard observation that L.A. noir was written by novelists 
who also worked as screenwriters, who felt the contrast most vividly 
between the information tycoons (real estate, film glamour, newspaper 
promotion. advertising) and what Louis Adamic called "Shadow America 

(1929)" 

Los Angeles is America. A jungle. Los Angeles grew up suddenly, planlessly, 
under the stimuli of the adventurous spirit of mitlions of people and the profit 

motive. It is still growing. Here everything has a chance to thrive - for a while 
- as a rule only a brief white. lnferior as well as superior plants and trees 
fiourîsh for a rime, then both succumb to chaos and decay. They must give way 
co new plants pushing up from below and so on. This is freedom under 
democracy. Jungle Democracy. 11 

Adamic is referring to the hopefuls who were getting Jost inside the 
boom cycle of the twenties. Beyond their vast numbers (over 300 arriving 
every day), they were treated as ghosts by the newspapers and movie 
moguls who worked closeJy with boosters. 1923 was the prenùum year, 
with more than 100,000 tourists "pouring in" every month.12 ln the novel 
condemning L.A. Babbitry, I11e &osters (1923) by Mark Lee Luther, this 
tourism generates architectural amnesia, like a hangover from a Forty
Niner Gold Rush.13 

The "rootlessness" of roadside bricolage was criticized often: the 

storefront psyclùcs and evangelists, the shoestring fast-food joints, the canary 
fàrms and quirky hobby shops. Carey Mc Williams called it an "improvised 
economy" due to the slower growth of manufacturing compared to 
population, even in the twenties. As a result, "in no city in America has 
tbere been such a proliferation of wasteful and meaning)ess service occu
pations."14 "'The thing simply won't add up,' complained James Cain in 
I933· 'Life takes on a dreadful vacuity here. 1 don't know what I miss.'" 15 

Standardly in noir literature, that vacuity (the overhyped but evacuated 
promise) is precisely what induces the nightmare. ln Angel's Flight (1927), 
probably the first L.A. novel that could be called " noir," Don Ryan writes 
what is now the customary two-page garble about blowing into town -
a hymn to quick money and suckers. 16 At first, the hero (a writer from 
Brooklyn) resists the lies at the newspaper, the fix at court, then decides 
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to hell with it. "March to the cult of the Booster." Sk:in the peasan ts. 
L.A., he declares, is "the Jazz Baby of the Golden West," a city sruffmg its 
windpipe to bursting. Join the swamis, bunco artists and N azarenes 
hawk:ing postcards - the "religious farago" preying on tourists lured by 
Boom and Bloom. 

In the twenties, LA. was the Saudi Arabia for American oil.17 Its popu
lation doubled to 2.2 million, filling in many of the vacant boundaries 
between townships that once were simply lined with pepper trees, or 
with summer B.owers rising up into the bills unchecked. But many who 
came found high priees, and severe competition for jobs, at low wages. 
Workers from the midwest feJt in direct competition with Mexican 
imnùgrants - tensions that led, in part, to the Zoot Suit Riots during 
World War Il. The white Protestant leadership feared they might " Jose" 

downtown - a familiar theme, repeated by planners in the forties, and 
onward to the panic of the nineties among Anglos. In the C\.venties, this 
rampant growth required vast numbers of cheap labor, which in turn 
nourished the racist underside of the L.A. dream. 

Finally by 1930, the visible contradictions were remarked upon almost 
standardly. While L.A. was being hyped as " the playground of the world," 
the "all-year-round city," it also was described by preachers like Sister 
Aimee as the city of transience, of the last chance. 

(n print, increasingly, the first wave of anti- tourist literature appeared, 
in articles about beauty queens getting their hopes undone in the film 
industry. And then came novels about tourists turning into corrupt 
screenwriters: fust, Harry Leon Wilson 's whimsicaJ Mertot1 of the Movies 
(1922), followed by the somewhat darker Carl Van Vechten's Spider Boy 
(1927), the same year as Angel's Flight, and finally the bestseller Queer 
People by Carroll and Garrett Graham (1930).18 Queer People is a 
particularly pivotai novel, an inB.uence on Budd SchuJberg and Nathanael 
West, about the "H ollywood G's - girls, gin and gynecology;" a garden 
of unearthly delights peopled also by "confidence men, coon shouters, 
pimps, press agents, song writers, sadists, booùeggers, bandits, Babbits, 
renùttance men, radio annnouncers, realtors." 19 

During the Depression, anti-tourist novels get more viciously exotic, 
more about consumers involved in murder or suicide. For example, the 
Hollywood premiere leads to murder in Day of the Locust; the dance 
marathon becomes a danse macabre in McCoy's They Shoot Horses, Dott't 
They?; the movie mogul is spun into reductive hopelessness, a victim of 
consumer planning, in Fitzgerald's T11e Ltst Tycoon, and in Schulberg's Wllat 
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Makes Sammy Ram? Restaurants become sites for murder in Cain's 71re 
Posrman Always Rings livia, and Mildred Pierce. 

The formulas often involved victims with amnesia brought on by the 

consumer-driven experience. Their numbing lapses of memory were 

induced by the extremes that tourism hype produce here, as in this pas

sage from Eric Knight's You Play the BltUk and Red Comes Up (1938): 

T he minute you crossed into California you went crazy... 1 could remember 
everything about California, but I couldn't feel it. I tried to get my mind to 
remember something that it could fee!. too, but it was no use. lt "vas ali gone. 
Ali of it. The pink srucco houses and the palm trees and the stores built like cats 
and do~ and fro~ and ice cream freezers and the neon lights round every
thing ... 

1 thought about coming over the Santa Monica mountains and seeing 
Hollywood ali lighted up like a fairy city; and the way the men in yeUow 
smocks stood on Sunset Boulevard waving bags of Krispy-Kom and ttying to 
sell movie guides to the homes of the stars and how 1 never saw anyone ever 
stop co bu y one. 20 

ln Evelyn Waugh's Tire Loved One (1948), Forest Lawn cemetery is 
allegorized into a dropsy about mortuary salesmen driving their workers 

insane. By the time Jim Thompson presents his grifter's whorehouse vision 
of the Sunset Strip in the late sixties, the dens of noir iniquity may have 

shifted neighborhoods, but they remain linked to that centraJ theme: how 

consumer hype crases the sense of place, and invades the self. 

The theme is buried inside Tire JM>man Chaser by C harles Willeford 
(1960). Richard Hudson, a sleazoid used-car dealer, lives literally in "tl1e 

mythical boundary between Los Angeles and H ollywood,"21 in a continuai 
state of adolescent unease. He watche.s his overripe, mildly incestuous 

mother (a retired actress) display her youngish breasts for bim. He sleeps 

near her, in "Lumpy Grits," a C raftsman mansion th.at reminds him of the 

quick-cash twenties, but is only a block away from the local shopping 
center. 

My point here is obvious but essential. As much as 1 love noir, and find 

it exorically compelling, it is nevertheless often utterly false in its visions of 

the poor, of the non-white in particular. lt is essenrially a mythos about 
white male panic - the white knight in a cesspool of urban decay; about 

desire rurned into a slot machine. Despite its o rigins as social realism in 

Hammett, the hard-boiled story cannot help but operate, very fundamen
tally, as white males building a social imaginary. The booster myths 
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(sunshine, climate, Protestant Eden) generate an empriness that leads to 
violence and despair, in the form of urban fables. The crime on dark streets 
stands in for the fears about foreigners, jobs, speculation, and cheap hype. 
lt pits the white, usually Protestant, shamus against a world that is utterly 
transient, as if no poor communities exist except as a hangout for crooks 
and addicts. What results is a pose really; it distracts the memory away from 
community life as it existed inside the city. lt is the dark side of tourism, 
a roller-coaster ride through "mean" streets (often poor neighborhoods). 

In noir pseudo-realism, it is difficult not to imagine enrire neighbor
hoods surviving merely as hangouts for crook:s. A good case in point is a 
lecture Robert Towne gave on what be left out about L.A in writing the 
screenplay for ChinatotVtl. Every question in the packed auditorium came 
from fans who presumed that his film images of evil in Cltinatown were 
trutb incarnate, that it aD happened as in a Raymond Chandler novel. Noir 
is that exotically compelling. Its phantasms consume our own memory of 
the crises of the city. As Davis writes: "Noir was like the transformarional 
grammar turning each channing ingredient of the boosters arcadia into a 
sinister equivalent.''22 

HEARING VOlCES: IMAGINARY DEATH KNELLS 

This transformarional grammar also operates directly in the mind of the 
resident here. L.A. is whimsically gothie because the "secured" spaces are 
designed so often to emphasize the spirit of buyer's impulse, you alone in 
the shopping mode - in a state of distraction, feeling coddled and swin
dled at the same rime, overstimulated and desensirized, gated in, but under 
surveillance. Behind all the violence and fury in tbe fiction, noir refers to 
inaction, to spaces haunted mostly by consumer passivity - about being 
lost in the wrong neighborhood without ebange for a phone call, a mind
less unease; or walking through the drab Seven-Eleven after twelve hours 
of straight television watching. 1 remember being stuck once for days at 
a package holiday in La Paz, wbere it was so ferociously cold that no one 
could get served food. Meanwhile, sour mariachis sang American C hrist
mas carols that funneled up the building for bours. Tben, on the last day, 
teams of heavily armed soldiers appeared in paper party bats. They were 
taking over the hotel for the general's birthday. Somerimes, noir con
sumerism is so embalmed that it exceeds the ridiculous. 1 remember 
thinking: this could make a murder story. R emember the tourist spot 
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The re is oothing co match fiying over Los Angeles by night. A sort of luminous, 

geometrie, incandescent immensity, stretclùng as far as th!! eye can see, bursting 

out from the cracks in the clouàs. Only Hieronymous Bosch's h eU C~n match 

this infemo effect. The muted fluorescence of alJ the diagonals: Wilshire, Sunser, 

Santa M onica. Already, fiying over San Fernando Valley, you come upon the 

hor izontal infinite in every direction. But, once you are beyond che mounrain, 

a ciry ten times larger bits you. You will never have encountered anything chat 

stretches as far as this before. Even the sea cannot match it, since it is not 

divided up geometrically. The ir regular, scattered fhckering of European cities 

does not produce the same parallel lines, the same vanishing points, the same 

aerial perspectives either. They are medieval cities. This one condenses by night 

the encire future geometry of the networks of human relations, gleaming in 

their abstraction, luminous in their extension, astral in their reproductio n co 

infini 22 ty. 

NOTES 

r. Thomas Frank, "A Machine for Forgetting: Kansas Ciry and the Declining Sig
nificance of Place," T11e Ba.f!ler, no. 7, 1995, p. r t) . Also: "Like otber cities [Kansas C iry) 
bas exper ienced the trauma of the conventional variety of civic forgctting: its old 
dowmown is a study in vacanc lolS; the river banks from which it initially sprang are 
now inaccessible to civilians" (p. Il4). 

I would interpret "machine" in three ways: ftrSt as "machinic," Deleuze and Guartari's 
term - a language-based abstract machine tbat "conjugaces" an assemblage, a process of 
deterritorialization (A T11ousand Platea11s: Capitalism mtd Schizophrm ia, trans. B. Massurni 
[Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 1987; orig. 1980], pp. 140); second, "ma
chine" suggests the industrial nature of this tou rist imaginary, che face thar it \ 'VaS linked 
co the railroad Unes, to mass publislting; and third, the ironie use of "machine" as in 
"madùne polirics," to suggest the cronyism always involved in building a social imagi
nary, and the bizarre ideology about place that emerges. 

2 . Mike Davis, " Chillatowu, Part Two? The lnternationali:tation of D owntown Los 
Angdes;' New Le.ft Review 164, July- August 1989, p. 65. 

3. The banking district slüfted to Spring Street from Main in 1901, when First 
National Bank moved. Despite a few scandals, like che Ali Night and Day Bank that 
\'VaS closed in 1910 due to unr:estricted hours, more "skyscrapers" were added (none 
\'VaS allowed legally to go higher chan twelve stories): the Hellman Building; C it:izens 
National Trust; the new Stock Market in 1921 ; the Title Exchange in 1928. 

4· Research provided by Spring Street young resident Barbara Koch, 199 1. 
s. Timothy G. Turner, Thm Off the Sunshine: Tales of Los At~geles on the Wroug Side 

of the Tracks (CaldwelL Idaho: The Caxton Printers, Ltd, 1942), p. 23. Also, William 
Russell Swigart, Biograpl1y of Spring Street (Los Angeles: Pader and Co., 1946), biogra
phies of local luminaries, and so forth. 

6. Ibid., p. 26. 
7· Cost S4 million (1928), at the height of confidence in Spring Street as the " Wall 

Street of the West." 
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NOTES 

1 . During my childhood, my parents decided not to allow me to understand their 
native languages - Hungarian and Yiddish - so that f would grow up an American. 
Today, f can idemify Hungarian by tone and inBection, but have not the fainrest idea 
what is being said. That experience is comparable to these interviews - absence as 
presence - a synesthetic effect (to bear a touch, and so on). Similarly, Eoglish terms 
about forgetting seemed tonal/ synesd1etic (i.e. asterism: a constellation of objects that 
belong together but fail to invoke a meaning; almost like a tonal scale about unrecognition 
- to hear the familiar, but not remember its meaniog) . A note I left while editing the 
novella reads: 

M emory Japses are either short or long, loose or vague, opaque or seemingly trans
parent. T he event that is forgotten could be blocked, inhibited, repressed, sup
pressed. sublimated; or in theatrical tenns, masked, or even masqued (like a courtly 
dance in honor of erasure, tbeir elegant, but changing memories ofVietnam icself). 
The space evacuated by forgettiog might be described as a gap, a slip- up, a slip of 
the ton gue; o r simply having the narra tor slipping out of time in the text, just !ose 
a few months, perhaps lie about it, perhaps not, perhaps not knowing where the 

• • 
tune weot, o r carmg. 

2. Tbough 1 never st:ructured this specifically as an ethnographie study - 1 borrowed 
more from the European novel - in final edits I reread work on diasporic and Holocaust 
studies, as well as essays by James Clliford and studies on the spatial migration of 
memory in immigrant communities - e.g. the anthology edited by Michael Keith and 
Steve Pile, Tiu PltUe and the Politics of Identity (Lo ndon: Roudedge, 1993). The essay by 
George Revill on "Reading Rosehill" struck me as close to the spirit of the problem 
in this project, as did Geertz's famous essay on Balinese cockfights. Another defense of 
fictive erasure that seemed comforting was Deleuze and Guattari's theory of the no
vella, in chapter 8 of A 11wusand Plateaus: "The novella bas little to do witb a memory 
of the past or an act of refiection; quite the contrary, it plays upon a fundamental 
forgetting" (Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 1987; orig. 1980), p. 193. 

J . Timothy H allinan, The Man with No Trme (New York: Avon Books, 1993), p. 50; 
HiU Street, p. 105. 
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MOST PHOTOGRAPH ED AND LEAST REMEMBERED 

Ben Thrpin. Laurel and Hardy (though much was shot in Culver City). Roach even 
had a studio lot up in Bunker Hill. 

14. Geoff Eley, "Distant Voicc.-s, Still Lives" (in Robert A. Rosenstone, ed., Revisiouing 
History: Film and the Consrmction of a New Pa.st [Princeton: Princeton University Press. 
1995], p. J r), quoting Roger Bromley, Lost Namtives: Popular FictiotJS, Politia and R eœm 
History (London: Routledge, 1988), and using David Lowenthal's 'flle Past i11 a Foreign 
Courllry. 

15. Interview, R ichard Whitehall, 1991. 

16. Jean-Paul Sartre. 17re Psyrhology of Imagination (London: Methuen, 1972). Most 
editions seem to rely on the translation from 1948 (New York: Philosophical Library). 

17. John Orr, Cinema and Modernily (Cambridge: Polity Press, 1993), p. 87. 
18. Christian Metz. 17u~ Irnagirrary Sigt~ifier, trans. Britton et al (Bioomington: Indiana 

University Press, 1982; orig. 1977), p. 55; also pp. « -s. 
19. Bill Nichols, Blurred Botmdaries: Questions of Meaning in Contemporary Culture 

(Bloomington: University of Indiana Press, 1994), pp. 6S-'7· 

20. Michael Roth, " Hiroshima Mon Amour: You Must Remember This," in 
Rosenstone, ed., Revisioning History, p. 98; also in 17te Ironist's Ctge (1995). 

21. A useful summary of debates on psycboanalytic tbeory in feminise film scudies: 
Constance Penley, Tire Future of an fl111sion (Minneapolis: University fo Minnesota Press, 
1989). 

22. Stephen Pendo, Raymond Clrandler 0 11 Scm!tl: His Novels lnto Film (Metucheo: 
Scarecrow Press, 1976), p. 179. 

2J. Jbid., p. I8J. 

24. For a review of new in dependent video on "forgetting," see: Michael Renov and 
Erika Suderburg, eds, Resolutions: Contemporary Video Practiœs (Minneapolis: University 
of Minnesota, 1996), introduction, chs 1, 8. 

25. Interview with Janice Tanaka, November 1996. 
26. Among Jem Cohen's videos: This is a History of New York (1987); Buried ;,. üght 

(1994} 
27. The critical debate on meJodrama, particularly in feminise theory, is a bit broadec 

than the way 1 mean the term here. I take it literally at its "word:" melody-drarna in 
England, and its application from the 182os onward, a variation of opera and gothie 
story that rapidly is accommodated to the moralistic ideology of mid-nineteenth-century 
England. ln Seven Minutes, J trace how this cautionary poetics mutates into Hollywood 
cinema by the thirties, and is translatcd into Disney animation by 1935-37, or as "anti
melodrama" in Warners' chase cartoons. 1 a1so feel that noir fiction of the mid-thirties, 
parricularly by James M. Cain, was specifically anri-melodrama, and uoderstood that 
way by mass readership. Tberefore noir is an inversion of poeric justice; in noir the bero 
is "maudit" (cursed), and so is poeric justice; "the Law is just, but it just ain't fair." As 
a further irony, this anri-melodrama resembles Ariscocelian poerics and Creek theater in 
its fatalism. 

28. Cleuly, 1 was discovering fi:rst-hand what Adorno and Horkheimer idenrified as 
the "mummi6cation" by mass culture, in essays from the thirties onward, parricularly 
in Dialeaic of E11lighterrment (1944), completed during their stay in Los Angeles. For an 
overview, see Miriam Hansen, "Ma..~s Culture as Hieroglyphic Writing: Adorno, Derrida, 
Krakauer," New German Critiqt~e 56, Spring/Summer 1992, an issue devoted to Adorno. 

2-9. The expression used by John Jerde, its architect, for yet another documentary 
where 1 was a "talking head," for the BBC, on the History Of Shopping (1995). 
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Reddin, in reference to events about 1982, gathered by Joe Dominick (To Prot«t and 
Serve, p. 298): "Hand- to-hand combat is a lot simpler than having to deal with verbal 
judo." 

32. Ibid., p. 8. 
JJ . fbid. 
34 · "Understanding the R..iots," Part 1 , L.A . Tt mes, 1 1 May 1992, p. TI 1 . 

JS . Ibid. 
]6. fbid. 
37. " Understanding the Riots," Part 3, L.A . Times, 13 May 1992, p. T2. 
38. Laureen Lazarovici, " Prop. F WlllS Big," in lnsidt tilt L.A. Riots: W11at Real/y 

Happened. W1ry lt Will Happtn Again (Los Angeles: Jnstitute for Alternative Joumalism, 
1992); adapted from an article in TI1t L.A. W>tekly (co-sponsor of the anthology). 

39· Ibid. 
40. Editor a11d Publisher, 27 June 1992, p. 7· 
41 . Reese C leghom, "The Riots: Search.ing for Truths and Reality," WashitJgtor~ Jour

tJaliSt11 Review, vol. XIV, no. s. June 1992. 
42· George Garneau, "Bearing the Burden of Biarne: Neglected Cover2ge of Race 

Relations Made Los Angeles R..iots a Surprise," Editor a11d Publisl1er, 9 May 1992, p. 11 . 

43 · By 1996, over 6fty volumes had appeared. and up to a thousand articles and 
government documents. Among the most useful sources are: the ACLU report, Civil 
Ubnries i11 Crisis (based on conference, 23 June 1992); Undmtanding the Riot.s (a record 
o f many articles from the L.A . Times, useful for hour-by-hour summaries); Beyond the 
Asiles (the Los Angeles Business journal, some demographies, and eighties history); 
Manuel Pastor, Latinos at1d tl1e Los Angeles Uprisit~g: TI1t Economie Context (the Tomas 
River2 C enter, a scrupulous job); ltJSîdt the L.A . Riots (l nstiwte for Alrernative Journal
ism, essentially the L.A. W>ltkly cover2ge. see foomote 26); Neav lnitiatiJJtS for Los Angeles 
(Senate Task Report, provides a sense of what information made its way to Washing
ton); To Rtbuild Is Not Enougll (California State Assembly Report, 18 September 1992, 
in the spirit of policy alternatives, while that spirit lasted); Joel Kotkin and David 
Friedman, "The Los Angeles Riots: Causes, M ytbs and Solutions" (Commmtary, Feb
ruary 1993); james H . Johnson et al., "The Los Angeles Rebellion: A Retrospective 
View," Economie DtMiopmttlt Ql1arterly, November 1992; Allen J . Scott and E. Richard 
Brown, "South- Central Los Angeles: Anatomy of a C risis (Working Paper, Lewis Center 
for Regional Policy, June 1993); Kathi George and Jennifer joseph, The Verdict is ln (San 
Francisco, Manie D Press, a Bay Area point of view, including poetry and personal 
es.says). Many of these sources and others are cited in the anthology edited by Mark 
Bald.assare, The Los Angeles Riots: LessorJS for the Urban Fmurt (Boulder, Colo.: Westview 
Press, 1994). See also Sue Hamilton, TI1e Los Angeles Riots, 1991; Erna Smith Transmit
ting Race: TI1e L.A . Riot ir~ Ttlevisio11 News, 1994: Mychal Wynn , Enougl1 is Erwugh: TI1e 
Explosio11 in Los Ange/es, 1993. 

1 also would recommend the articles written by Mike Davis during this period 
(1991-94), in pamphlets, various anthologies, the Nation, L.A . Times, L.A. Weekly, and 
New Lefi Review. See also Lytmell George's collection of essays, No Crystal Stair (London: 
Verso, 1992), and Anna Oevere Smith's interviews, as the text of her one-person show 
Twiliglu: Los Angeles, 1992; On tht Road: A Seardt f or Amerlum Charactu (New York: 
Bantam!Doubleday, 1994; based on performances from 1993). Raphael Sonenshein, 
Martin Scbiesl and Joe Dominick are cited elsewhere in this chapter. Finally, see the 
anthology City in Turmoil edited by Norman M . Klein and Martin J. Schiesl (forth-
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CHAPTER TWELVE 

SUBURBAN NOIR 

AND CYBERSPACE 

Beginning with crime writers like Ross Macdonald in the late forties, 
the suburb became a new zone of noir ruination. After all, the suburbs 
immediately after the Second World War were also decayed: ''By daylight, 
the long, treeless street of identical bouses looked cheap and rundown. lt 
was part of the miles of suburban slums that the war had scattered ali 
over southern California."1 Finally, in the sevenries, TI1e Rockford Files 
became the first television series about L.A. suburban noir, about con 
men and sleazy boosters in the San Fernando Valley or Malibu. The show 
'\vas also about the ruins of the left, so essential co the inspiration for 
noir. The producer of the Rockford Files, Roy Huggins, bad been identified 
as a hostile witness during the M cCarthy hearings, but always felt he had 
not been hostile enougll , that he had still played it safe.2 In the casting of 
this show, many former blacklisted accors and writers were hired, as if the 
erasure left by M cCarthyism and the Cold War guilt stiJl remaining were 
a hidden motif on the set, hidden irony in the production. The character 
Rockford, played by james Garner, bad been jailed unfairly and was try
ing to rebuild his life. In many of the scripts, as in Ross Macdonald's 
stories, a crime forgotten for twenty years is resurrected; new murders 
reveal the path back to forgotten murders. 

Suburban noir is more direccly about consumerism and deviance than 
simply anti-tourism . And this translates into cyber-noir as well: Larry 
Niven's "Dream Park" novels show an Anaheim of the future where 
Disneyland has become ringed with brothels, drug dealers - a Gehenna 
literally quarantined from the rest of Califomia, to sell pleasure in much 
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prevent distraction. Schoolchildren were taught the methods for millennia, 
based on an architectural imaginary. Two hundred guests are announced. 
The master remembers eacb by where they stand in the hall. Even after 
the hall burns down, he can recite the names of charred bodies by where 
they feil. 

A hermeneutics of memory and forgetting evolved, particularly after 
mnemonics was restructured during the Renaissance, and then much more 
drastically after the seventeenth century, and a gain after r 870. ln ali 
examples 1 found, the paradox of distraction is central, either as a symp
tom, a sensation, a sign of madness, or "proof" of where the unconscious 
is located. H ere is a gloss on sorne of these, a genealogy of forgetting, 
but also a social imaginary. 

The first Western writing on the paradox of distraction is usually credited 
to the Greeks, and afterward to Roman systems for building memory 
(mnemonics). Both Plato and Aristotle imagined memory as a waxen 
substance inside the soul, easily inscribed but just as easi1y effaced, 
particularly if the wax were thick or muddy. Some degree of effacement 
(forgetting) was, as many systems repeat thereafter, inescapable. 1 For 
example, aporia, [he inability to know how or where to begin, was 
considered a symptom of effacement (oblivion), to be resisted through 
mnemonic discipline. "ArtificiaJ memory" protected against this sort of 
loss, but not easily. Remembering was arduous. lt required imaginaries as 
solid as an aqueduct. From the Romans through the R enaissance, studems 
were trained to fight aporia through "memory theaters," a spatial imagi
nary that kept knowledge from drifting into oblivion. 

To a well-trained R oman rhetorician, the order of hundreds of names 
- or of thousands of lines from Virgil - could be stored in lod, inside 
warehouses imagined like walls of facts, standing firm while oblivion lay 
ali around. Similarly, as described in Yates's dassic study on the "art of 
memory," the Renaissance scholar Guilio Canùllo actually wamed to build 
a memory theater out of wooden boxes (each holding files).2 It was co be 
similar in design to the seven gangways of the Roman stage, but with 
inscriptions on each pillar, and sub-headings that connected the mind 
wich the planets. Camillo was blending Roman theory with the Re
naissance interest in occult redefinitions of Cbristiaruty, by way of the 
cabbala and Hermetic philosophy. In EngJand, the scholar Robert Fludd 
designed what he hoped would be a memory room, like a gentleman's 
waiting area inside a larger space that may have been modeled on Shake-
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essentially agree that memory is affiicted simultaneously by forgetting. It 
does not disappear merely through disuse, but through interference, cither 
retroactive or proactive; through distraction. 14 Treatments for forgetting 
stiJl rely on encod.ing within different cogrùtive contexts, back to memory 
theaters, but u ing nonsense words. Except under surgery, the instant of 
loss remains indistinct. No memory is released, or stored, without sorne 
degree of erasure. This is particularly true of episodic memory of past 
events. The record is always fùled with omissions, encoded after a period 
of "secondary inclifference."15 Two of the dominant models that explain 
why we forget our ea.rly childhood are "blockade" and "selective re
construction."16 Therefore a memory "trace" may satisfy the urge to re
member, but not the urge to remember the "facts." ln a text from 1978, 
psychologists write: 

lt is an oversimpüfication to envision images [in the mind) as enduring fixedly, 
as if preserved in amber. ln fact, imagery may undergo myriad evolutionary 
transformations before it is utilized, and people's style of coding may shift 
drastically as task requiremems alter, even if the same external stimuli are 
presented.17 

Most of ali, as in centuries past, despite ali the scientific models about 
forgetting that doctors in turn apply as a social imaginary, no one has yet 
Jocated precisely where in the brajn the complete chain of a single 
memory is lost - or even what a memory looks .like physiologically. The 
term most frequendy used is "engram," but thac soon acquired an occult 
meaning - very much a social imaginary - once it entered mass culture. 
ln Scientology, the engram is a mystic godhead, located through the E 
meter like secrets tiom the pyramids. The myth of engram takes on the 
powers of a tonie sold by mail order, or in the case of ScientoJogy a 
corporate marketing of positive thinking - science as the fiction of the 
iron-clad ego. 

The German biologist Richard Semon coined the term "engram" in 
1904, to identify a structure in the cerebral cortex where memory must 
be stored.18 To Semon, this was primarily a "location," a surface excited 
by stimuli, and stamped. The neural tissue was "engramrned," or "en
graphed," inscribed as if by an engraving tool. However, the engramming 
left only a trace, not a complete record. There was no way to retrieve it 
whole. Semon insisted that memory components, whatever they were, 
easily split apart, and couJd be delivered on1y as fragments. 
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